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(° if ie Br 2| UNITED STATES 

\e ee 5) DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

SEP GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
‘eae WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

November 21, 1958 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 N. Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

It is very gratifying that a man as experienced as you 
should pay attention to some of the work we have done on river 
channels. I am afraid that our equations are not as helpful for 

the solution of the problems to which you have addressed yourself 
as I would wish. 

Be that as it may there is one fundamental problem in your 
manuscript which, unresolved, would leave the subsequent computations 
open to serious question. I know this fundamental problem very well 

because I ran into the same difficulty when I tried to do something 
: similar to what you are attempting in the present manuscript. 

The problem is this. The circular scarps which line the 
valley of the Kaskaskia conceivably could be formed by a reach of 
river which in itself has many meander loops but which forms a 

large bend. An example is the reach which intrudes itself into 

Section 36 of Town 8N., Range 1 E., and again on the Embarrass River, 
the large bend which exists in Section 36, near Newcomb. It seems 
conceivable to me then that a series of meanders which in themselves 
form a large loop could intrude themselves into Section 7, Town 7N., 
Range 10E. You will notice in the adjacent Section 8 there is a 
suggestion of a shorter wave length which might have been formed by 
a river having meanders no larger than those of the present Bnbarrass. 

Thus I do not know whether it is possible to guarantee 

ourselves that these large reentrants which occur in Sections 32, 7 
25 and 35 on the Kaskaskia can really be considered the outside of 
@ single meander loop of a large river. The problem here was called 
to my particular attention when I started to map a stream in Wyoming, 
SquaWCreek, a tributary to the Popo Agie. As soon as I began to map 
I realized that the reentrants in the valley sides could quite well 
be explained by taking a short reach of river and allowing it to eat 
into the bank, thus forming an apparent meander scar of much larger 

radius than the meanders on the stream cutting the scar.



It would be perfectly possible for you to admit this possibility 
and go on to say that if your conjecture is correct then one would approach 
the problem in the following manner and proceed with your analysis. Even 
if you did that however, may I suggest that you provide a little table 
of measureAvalues of width, length, and radius of curvature, perhaps 
identifying the location by section, town and range in order to support 

“your statement on page 5 where you say that the old meanders were seven 
times as large as those of today. Since you are doing some of the other 
work quantitatively I believe the reader would be better satisfied if you 
would give him some idea of how many observations made up this value of 
seven times the present size. 

A further suggestion is that I consider slope more or less a 
dependent variable and I believe I would eliminate your computation of 

discharge using the slope parameter. I believe that width is by far the 
best of the parameters to use for computation. Width gives the most 
consistent relation with discharge and is much less affected by size 

and type of sediment than some of the other parameters. : 

May I suggest further than on page 3 you use the exponents for 
the downstream relations rather than at-a-station, because when a river 
which is large is compared with one which is small the relationship should 
be expressed by the downstream comparison and will be somewhat different 
than if a given cross section is compared at high flow versus low flow. 
Therefore, on page 3 the exponent to use in the width equation is the 
square root value. 3 

ea 
I would further suggest that you would be on sound ground to § ("” 

assume thet the same exponent which I called "a" in the width-discharge | 
relation should be kept the same for the original as compared with the 
present day stream. These coefficients are undoubtedly related to 
sediment size among other things and thus in turn to bank resistance 
as you suggest. From the streams I have seen, and I gather your observa- 
tions are similar, there is nothing to differentiate the size of the 
material from the postulated early stream being different from the 
material now being carried by the present river. 

In summary, I do not mean to discourage you from publishing 
this paper, but I believe you would strengthen it by admitting the possi- 

bility which I described earlier, that your radii of curvature and wave- 
length parameters may be spurious. Secondly, I would concentrate the 
discharge computations using the equation relating width to discharge, 
and the width should be carried with the exponent of five tenths. 

I might point out to you that Dury, who has shown me his work 
in South England, is continuing his work along the same line with con- 
siderable success. I have seen some new data which he is publishing in 
The Geographical Review summarizing his work. You might wish to send 
your final manuscript to him and enter into correspondence with him



about your mutual problems. His address is: 

Dr. G. H. Dury 
Department of Geology 

: Birkbeck College 
University of London 
London, England 

I will be happy to reread your manuscript at a later date 
if you pursue this work further and if you desire any further assistance 
which I can give you. 

Sincerely, 

Luna B. Leopold 
Chief Hydraulic Engineer
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June 18, 1955 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I have your letter of May 31 and the short manuscript involv- 
ing drainage along the Kaskaskia River in Illinois. I have read the 
manuscript and I think it is a very interesting contribution. However, 
in reviewing our various publications series, we are not set up to 
handle papers as short as this in an adequate manner. Generally speak- 
ing, we would use the Illinois Academy of Science or the Short Notes 
section of the Journal of Geology or GSA if this particular paper had 
originated here. I wonder if that is not the best thing for you to do 

with it. I am sending it back to you along with the photostat of the 

one illustration and have made a couple of very minor suggestions in the 
first paragraph. The main objective of the suggestions was to get the 

Geological Survey's name into it as having been the sponsor of the road 

materials study out of which this little paper grew. 

In other words, in my opinion it is a nice contribution and I 

think it should be published, but our publications series is not adapted 
to this short a paper and therefore you have our complete approval to 
publish it.elsewhere. Thanks a lot. 

Cordially yours, 

John C. Frye 
Chief
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: May 31, 1955 

Dr. John C. Frye, Chief 

Tllinois State Geological Survey 
Natural Resources Building 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Frye: 

I am sorry you were unable to join us at the Forest Bed 
on May 14, I made a second trip with two who missed the regu- 
lar one on May 21 but failed to write you. It was too late 
when we decided to go. Exposures are faif at the present time 
unless we get a strong east wind which would sweep away the talus. 
No stumps in place were seen but lots of driftwood and much fold- 
ing of the pre-Valders beds. Exposures at Valders were good. If 
you care to go up some time during the summer I would be glad to 
show both places to you, preferably after July 8. 

After compiling all the radiocarbon results I am confident 
there is something wrong with the method. This is replacement 
of part of the Carbon 12 by Carbon 14 from moderg greynd water 
which contains carbon dioxide derived from modern plants. We 
know, despite the claims of some atomic physicists, that wood 
is replaced by silica, iron oxide, manganese oxide and other 
minerals. If this is the case specimens exposed to ground water 
should be unreliable. This is in my report now in New York. 

I am enclosing a short report which was started when working 
for the Illinois Survey years ago, and which I feel should be 
submitted to you first. Perhaps it is not worth publishing, but 
I would be glad of your opinion. If not interested, please return 
the photostat of the map because I have no other copy, only a big 
original. 

: Sincerely yours, 

F, T. Thwaites ; .
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SOME UNDERFIT STREAMS IN CENTRAL’ ILLIVOIS. 

F. T, Thwaites 

Introduction. The term “underfit" is applied to rivers which have present- 

day meanders on a floodplain which are much smaller than older meanders which 

‘ are displayed in the form of the adjacent hills. Tering the course of a road 

naterial survey of central Illinois for the Illinois Geological Survey auriag the 

field seasons of 1929 and 1930 the writer observed this phenomenon in both 

Kaskaskivand Embarrass rivers. Figure 1 was traced from the drainage survey 

and shows the bottoms of the Kaskaskia above Vandalia where evidences are best 

shown, The topography of the surrounding country was later surveyed in the 

Ramsey and st Elmo quadranges of the U. S. Geological Survey. These maps are on 

a much smaller scale and show far less detail than did the older survey of 1908 

to 1911. The older meanders are displayed in the striking meander cusps of the 

eastern bluffs. One of the meanders cut through a spur and captured a small 

tributary stream. Only one old meander was discovered on Embarrass Riversy 

: just southeast of Newton. If there are other examples,the writer has not 

discovered then. h 

! Hypotheses. Similar underfit streams have been described by a number of 

physiographers ( Davis, Dury). These earlier students of the problem looked no : 

farther for a cause of the change of size of meanders than the fact that the 

discharge of the stream has decreased. As a cause of this change Davis suggested 

diversion of the headwaters by stream capture wheras Dury thought that only 

a climatic change could account for the result. oo Pevis suggested 

seepage through the alluvial fill which is called’ Lehmann's principle <’ 

A study of the material of the fill and the use of formulas wublianea by 

Slichter demonstrate that such underflow is entirely inadequate for an ‘ 

explanation unless the normal discharge of the surface stream is very small. 
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" Modern knowledge shows, however, that there are other factors involved than 

discharge only. Both slope and material of the bed are factors which cannot be 

overlooked. An alluvial fill in an older valley must in most localities wines. 

the slope from that of the older valley and at the same time introduce material 

which i. in most instances of less resistance to erosion. Friedkin showed by 

_ experiment that both the width and length of bends, that is size of meanders, 

increase with slope. It is evident that the valley of Kaskaskia River has 

received an alluvial fill since it was first eroded the writer has found no 

data on how much the slope was sania Sean Os, thickness of fill is not mown. 

The present floodplain is silty clay whereas most of the older valley was 

eroded in glacial till which presumabley otters giecter resistance to erosion. 

Just how to reconcile thes€.known changes with a probable change in discharge 

due to the disappearance of the glacier is difficult to decide. It is 

presumed that the fill resulted not from change of level of the land or change of 

climate but from blocking of the outlet of Kaskaskia River with outwash of a 

later glaciation. We must realize that the same phenomenon of a change to small 

meanders on a floodplain has also been noted in the Driftless Area (Bates). 

Formulas. When the writer was in the eta and first began to write up 

4 the results "hee was little knowledge of the problems involved and no formulas 

had been suggested by which the amount of possible change in discharge could be 

estimated. Now the studies of Leopold, Maddock, Wolman, and Friedkin offer 

possible solutions. The first three worked out a number of equations which show 

the relation of various dimensions of streams to discharge. The equations are 

what is known as empirical, that is they tell nothing of the physical relations 

which caused the changes. Rational equations differ in that they are based 

, @irectly on the forces which are Anvolveduherss empirical equations were 

derived by plotting the data for the most Ea on logarithmic coordinates. 

_ When points are Rieteed her approximate a@ straight line showing that there is 

: a mathematical relationship. Jailure to fall mmm exactly on a line is termed 

: scatter. It is due not only to errors of measurnent but also to the neglect of 
A. A. 

= :
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other factors than those which were considered. Throughout all hydraulic 

phenomena it is known that several factors may enter into any relationship. 

When the nistiine is on Logabihhmic ewe straight line indicates a 

power function and the slope of the straight line shows the value of the 

‘ exponent, The work of Leopold and his associate¢ shows that most relationships are 

power functions. Different dimensions are referred to discharge ( Q). The 

- sum of the exponents of the dimensions width, depth, and velocity must equal 

Cee “unity, for discharge is the product of these three. For observations at a fixed 

we or station the average they report is that width is related to the 

0.26 power of discharge, depth to the 0.4 power, and velocity to the 0.34 

power. The units employed are British Engineering Units, (feet, and seconds.) 

The Siete of discharge tell of relationships when discharge chanzes. 

S Another set of reeuits aren iene anusidinaiee where the discharge at a 

|. given stage increases in that direction. Here width is the 0.5 (square root) power 

of discharge, depth the 0.4 power, and velocity the 0.1 power. It seems 

probable that the tame set will apply best to the problem now in hand. x 

Besides the exponent every equation also involves a constant. “hese constants 

texmmk vary greatly and are not given by Leopold and Wolman. It is not kmown 

just what they are related to but probably a number of factors are involved. 

Lacking knowledge of the values of the constants we can derive each one by 

substituting the mogern values of ‘other parts of the equations. This method 

onuthedey involved eel conditions of a stream vary when discharge and bed 

material vary. Besides the formulas given above Leopold and his associates 

also offer expressions for slope and for wave length of meanders, Slopes are 

given both as feet per mile and as teeter foot, which is generally a very 

: small avaiity. Wave length is the distance along the channel in which there is 

a complete reversal of direction. Slope ( S) is related to the 0.49 power of 

discharge which is so close to the square root that the difference may be ignored. 

$= (3.97 x 107°) / a? where slope is given in feet per foot. Two expressions for 

weve length are 36 Q® ang 6.5 wie} ( w = width), From these it is thought
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that width is related to the 0.9 power of any linear dimension of the meanders. 

: 4 dimension considered by the writer but not by others is the radius of 

3 ] curvgeture of noanaere\” "nts is because the force directed against the bank 

by unit mass of water is the angular acceleration of this unit mass. Text books 

of elementary physics show that this acceleration is proportional to the 

square of the velocity and inverse to the radius. It did not prove difficult to 

measure the radius of the circle which approximates to the form of any meander 

at any particular spot. Force is accleration of unit mass. From Manning's formula it 

will be geen that with other things equal the velocity squared of a stream of water 

is proportional to the slope. Hence, the formula for force exerted by unit mass 

of water on the bank is proportional to slope divided by radius ( s/z es 

Tata. Data are more complete for Kaskaskia River than for the Imbgrrass. 

The reports of the U. S, Geological Survey place the mean discharge of the 

Kaskaskia at 1505 cubic feet per second (second feet) based on observations 

cs over a period of 422 years. The maximum recorded flood is given as 52,000 

cubic feet per second. There is no statement as to the mean width or mean depth 

i at the dfdging stations. Width is scaled from the drainage maps as 135 feet. This 

cocina to the width of the normal channel or "bank-full" stage. The same 
channel 4 A 

maps place the average, slope at 1 foot in 5740 feet or 1.74x 10. The radius 

of the present meanders is about 0.1 mile and that of the old meanders shown in 

the bluffs is about 0.7 mile. There is no infomation on the depth of alluvium 

to glacial till or bedrock, The bluffs rise to a maximum height of about 100 

feet above the present floodplain. 

The problem. From the discussion given previously all that we can conclude 

definitely on change of xsize of meanders is that meangering is controlled by 

the portion of the total energy of a stream which is directed against the banks 

in rélation to the resistance of the banks to erosion. Inergy is related to Areehery 

velocity of the stream which is controlled by slope, size of channel, and nature 

of the bottom. In this complex problem it is clear that discharge is only one factory
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However, an attempt will be made to compute possible changes in mean discharge which 

might have resulted either from stadia of the Tazewell substage of the Wisconsin 

stage of glaciation or from a more rainy climate than that of the present. None of the 

: formulas tells anything of the effect of bank material on size of meanders. 

Slope. Leopold's equation relating slope to discharge is an at -ractive means 

E | to atte this problem. He gives the constant as 3.97 x 107° when slope is measured 

\ in feet per foot. If we usd presentmaay v,,lue for discharge, however, we find a 

constant of 0.89 X 10°° instead. If we use Leopold's constant for an estimated 

discharge of 50,000 cubic feet per second we obtain a slope of 1.77 x 107%, 

This raises the question of the proper value of the constant under former conditions. 

It is almost impossible to find the slope of the channel when the old large meanders 

were formed. It is certain the present scars were not formed all at once. If we 

conclude that the fill of modern alluvium thickens downstream the old valley eroded 

: into the till banks was steeper than the prespmt channel, The writer suggests that 

meanders dct until the force agzinst the banks is balanced by the resistance of 

the banks to erosion, That is the smaller meanders of today represent a state of 

equilibrium of a less powerful stream against weaker material, However, we lack 

information by which to solve this problem. A tentative resoration of the course 

of Kaskaskia River when it made the large meanders $4 1648 x 10-* slope. This is a 

very rough estimate but shows a less slope than the present. We cgn solve the equation 

Q= (1c/s)* where Q is mean discharge, k a constant, and $ the slope. We will use 

Leopold's value for k expressed as 397 x, 10°* ang this estimeted value for S. 

Ten Q = (( 397 x 1074) / (1.43 x 104) )° which is 277° or about 77,000 cubic 

i feet per second which is more than the present-day flood maxiumum which has been 

recorded. No great weight can be attached to this result. 

Width. We may next estimate the probable width of channel when the large 

meanders were formed. Since the old meanders were 7 times as large of thoseof today 

we might think that the channelwidth was 7 times as large or about 950 feet. 

There is no reason think that the material of the floodplain between the meanders 

was much differeent than today. 

ee
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ey ‘The question is were the meanders of former times 7 times as large as now 

‘ "or shoulda this. be reduced to the Og9 power as suggested by one of Leopold's 

: s } formulas for weve length of meanders? If we take the former — width 

x may be estimated at 950 feet but under the second idea this figure is reduced to 

A78 fect. he fermis da widhh Gr) 8 fat wnien when solved for Q is 

Bie sth w/a) - Next we must solve for the constant, ayby using modern values | 

aes Gadi we ek We 15s and w = 135 then a = 135/19.95 which is 6.77. 

: Two possible solutions for the former distharge are offered. Calling w = 

950 we would have Q = (950/6.77)"" or about 170,000 cubie fect per second. 

‘ If we use the lower figure,for width this becomes(480 le. or only 
82,000 K 

“. about 47000 cubic feet per second. The wicertainty of the figure for width is 

_ hence very important in the result because it is raised to a fairly high power. 

‘The constant a may also be incorrect because of the difference in the channel in 

former time, © Lu \peeteh, wore 

Wave length of meanders. The wave length of the meanders is not easy to 

; measure on the map especial Ly with the older meanders whose course is unlmown. 

This quality may be computed from Leopold and Wolman's formulas 4 or 

estimated from the values for radii given above. A be 

results from multiplying the radius by 2 pi. For radius OL nile the result is 

i 5 0.7 x 6.28 x 5280= 23,200 feet. — formula is wave length = 6.5 eo feet. 

ig For width 480 feet this would make X the result about 5800 feet. 

For width 950 the result is 12, 400 feet. This secona approach should be 

the more accurate but yields surprisingly small resuite for meanders with a 

.. wvadius of 3696 feet. 

Discharge sfohhn wave length. Discharge may be estimated from wave length 

in two ways. First, we may use the formula thét discharge (Q) =( (w.2.) /36)* 

j . ) Sec§nd we can equate Leopolds two formulas and eliminate wave len gth. Then 

36 qt = 6fswitt anag= Gren.wsh)?, shivh-isomachigewhe occa 

A albowecamtchencecpieddactheosemecteaht. For width 480 this yields about 

ee # 
a 25,800 cubic feet per second and for width oe 118,200 cubic feet 
a
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about 26,000 cubic feet per second and for width 950 feet about 118,000 cubic 

feet per second. “he other method exe p00 feet for wave length with discharge 

of about 26,00¢ctbic feet per second. For wave length of 12,400 fect we obtain 

_ about 118,000 cubic feet per second discharge, The two methods are wa 

channel width and hence agree closely. 

Summary. W~ e have shown that the available formulas all indicate a mch 

lereqfischarge in former times than now occurs but tell nothing of why this was 

a fact. In this glaciated region in which Kaskaskia River is situated the presump- 

tion is strong that this increase in discharge was due to floods of meltwater but 

we have not excluded the possibility of a moister climate. More will have to be 

known of glacial climate to decide this problem. “he effect of change in slope 

on the total energy of the river is also unknown, The same remark may the made 

about the effect of a possible change in material of the banks although this 

factor seems a rather remote possibility. In evaluating the hypothesis of control 

| of meander size by discharge it has long been noted that small streams make small 

v | meanders and large streams make large meanders, Unfortunately this conclusion 

rests chiefly on map study and negleds both slope and bank material. The fact that 

a similar reduction in size of detainee oval Driftless Area shows that glacial 

neltwater floods are not the answer in oe localities.
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SM UNDERFIT SERMAMS IN CHNTRAL ILLINOIS, = ee 

. ; mo Thad tes aes : . . 

eee Introduction. The torm "underfit" is applied to rivers which have present- 

_ day meanders on a floodplain which are much smaller than older meanders which a 

ce gre displayed in the form of the adjecent hilis. mpitg tho°course of a rond 

oe material survey of central Illinois for the I1linols Geological ‘survey aortne: the.” 

field seasons of 1929 and 1930 the weltes observed this phenomenon in both a : 

: : Kaghaskiqana Enbarrass rivers, Figure 1 was traced from the drainage survey = 

ae and ghows the bottoms of the Kaskaskia above Yanialia where evidences are best 

shown, the topography of the surrounding country was later surveyed in the — 

- Ramsey and St Blmo avadrangbs of the U. S. Geological Survey's Mese maps are on 

: : a mach smaller scale ana show far less detail than did the older survey of. 1908 

_ $0 1911, ‘The older meanders are Adeptage in the striking meander cusps of the : 

: ae eastorn bluffs. One of the meanders cut through @ spur and captured a email = 

tributary stroam, Only one old meander was discovered on thbarrass Rivery S 

just southeast of Newton, If there are other examples, the witer has not 

discovered then, : oy 

oe _ Hypotheses. Similar underfit streams have beon described by a muibor of 

oS Bhysiograyhers ( Davis, Dury). Those earlicr students of the problen locked no . 

ee farther for a wines of the change Of size of meanders ‘than the fact that the eo 

ee discharge of the stream has decreased. As a cause of this ean Tavis euntesiet aa 

se ean tho headwaters by strean capture wens Dury thought that only 

@ climatic change could secount for the result, later pavis suggested a 

seepage through the elinvisl (421 which fe caliled Letenen ty prbietple, 

A study of tho material of the’fil1 and the use of fomilas published by 

Slichter demonstrate that such underflew is entirely inadequate for an. 

explanation unless the normal ddecharge of the surface stream is very small. 

‘ ee ee E : . ‘ i Soe rare



“Modern Imovledge shows, hovever, that there aye Uther factors Anvolyea than ee 

- @fiseharge only, Both slope and matetial of tho bed are factors vhich cannot be 
=  gverlecked, An alluvial £122 in an oldor valley mut in most localities reduce 

oo the days fron that of the olaor valley and at the same tine inteednda material 

_ wh4eh is in most instences of less reckathics to eed. “Febeain showed ‘by’ a 

SS _ @xperinent that doth the viath and length of Neita, Wat te thee of meaiigesy 

increase with slope. It 4s evident that the valley of Kagkasida River has 
“resctved an alluvial $111 since it vas fiat orotet to weiter hae found. no 

_ > data on how mich the slope was altered because the thickness of fi21 is not known. 

= . The present floodplain te silty clay whereas most of the pines valley was se 

a eroded in glasial ti22 vhich presumabley offers grector resistance to erosion, = 

: Z oo “Just how to reconcile thes¢lmown changes with a probable change in a@igcharge : s 

eo due to the disappearance of the glacier is diffteult to decide, Tt 4s : 

a preguned ‘that the f111 rosulted not fron change of level of the land or chango of 

= clinste Dut from blocking of the outlet of Kaskaskia River with outwash ofa 

<> Sebee plantain, ¥e mst realize that the sane phenomenon-of a change to eval 

res . meaniers en a floodplain has also been noted in the Driftless Ares (Bates). ae 

—-, Rommmias, when the weiter was in the #ifba ana first began to write up 
a the results there vas Little imoviedge of the problens involved ani no fomulas 

5 aad. Deen suatostod by which the anount of possible change in Alucharge could be 

Bate “estimated, “How the studies of Leopold, Maddock, volman, and Prioiiin offer : 

Sy pexctwls ‘Solutions; . tho first shves worked out @ number of eieabbens which show 

. the relation of various dinonsions of streams to discharge. ‘ho oquations aro 

a “what 4s known a9 gmpixtoal, that is they tell nothing of the physical relations 

whieh caused the changes. Jatgona equations differ in that they are based bo 

_ afrectly on the foreds which are inwolvofiorss enpiyien. ection ves” = 

_ derived by plotting the data for the most pert on logarithmic Coordinates. 

= “hen points are plottedsthey ayproximate & straight line showing that thore is. oe 

Ne / @ mathematioal relationship, allure to fall omm exactly on @ line 4s temied =



Se = : other factors Ahan Wines whieh were considerod, Auronghout all hytraniie ay a 
. : - BE phenonena it is mown that sovaral factors may enter into ‘ey relationship. = : ‘ Z 

-2 When the plotting is on Logesitintc eqerdtnates, 6 straight line indicates as = t e 

- | pover Smetion and the slope of the straight line shows the value of the - Nas ee 

a es exponent, The work of Leopola and his assoeiateg shows that most olationghips \are 

ee power functions. Different ‘dimensions are Poferred to diseharge ( Q). The\ las \ 

gum of the exponents of the dimensions width, depth, and velocity mst equal : - 

_- tandty for discharge 1s the product of these antes. Tor Gbcapvations ab a fixed — a 

_ Lae dty oF station the average they report is that width ts related tothe = 
oe 0,26 power of discharge, depth to iho 0.8% pover, and velocity to the ode we 

fs power. tthe midis employed are British Mhgineering Unita, (footy and seconiss) : a 

pS ‘The exponents of Macharge toll of volationships when discharge changes. - Vb t 5 

ao Another ,set of romlts givosoonaitions dovnetroan whore the @ischarge Bt a i e 

given stage increases in that @ivoction, More vidth fo the 0.5 (square oct) ‘power | 

eee a discharge, depth the 0.4 power, and. velocity tho 0.1 power. » tt seons ¥ : = 

"| pmobable that the first set vill apply dest to the problem nov in hand, 

ae | Besides the exponont every equation also involves a constant. "hese constants Ne 

eee aacamt vary grostly and ave not given by Leopold and Wolman, It is not know fy a 

* gust what ir. are polated to but probably a numbor of factors are involved. Ae oi 

.. Teaelettig ImoviLedge of the values of the constants we an dertvecench tas ty 

ee ae : substituting ‘the. nojorn values of other parts of the equations. ‘This method — Dope 

- x unadpteaiy Snwolves ersar for conditions of @ strdan vary vhen discharge and vod a 
pats material vary, Besides the formulas given above Leopold, and his associates 

: : ee also offer exprossions for slope and for wave length a neaniers, : Slopes are ook : 

re given tek oe fect per mile and ag eatiper foot, which is generally a very isi, 

go ae Guasitys wave length te the Matente atone Ye channel An'viich Were ts. 

Ze 2 seis voversal of direction. Slope ( S) 4s related to tho 0.49 power of © : 

" ddscharge vhieh Ag 80 close to the square root tat the atevorence my be inorod. es 
= = =. gs (3,97 x 107°)/ a? where slope is given in fect per foot. Two ighiiihon toe oe 

5 ee en ag Pecn Kt a ee Ree 
Pe en oe ee ce pe BOS, ce a



Sous : Sa ee Clee ee ee 

that wlath 4s related to the 0.9 pover of any linear dimension of the meaniers, 

SS 4 dineaeSan-cameidered by the weiter but not by others is the radius of © ee 

te 3 curvature of meanders. This is because the force directed against the bank : : : 

by unit mass of wator 4s the angulor acceleration of Sika wiht pease Text books | ae 

“of elementary physics show that this acceleration 4s proportional to the ‘ = 

| “square of the velocity and inverse to the radius. It did not Prove aigeioult to & 

gOS measure the radius of the cirele which approxinates to the form of any moanior \ ; 

eres 5 ee any yartioular spot. Force is accleration of unit mass, From Manning's formule it 

See will be agen that with other things equal the velocity. squared: of & civein af water 

ae 1s proportional to the slope, Honce, tho formula for force exerted by unit mes 
ae of water on the bank 49 proportional to slope divided ty radins (8 /r ). oe 

- Tata. Tata are more complete for Kaskaskia River than tee the Mmbgrvess. : 

= The reports of the U. 8, Geological survey place the nean discharge of the = 

— Ragieagiela at 1505 eubie fect per second (second fect) based on observations = 

over a period of 42 years, 2he mascdan veenréad fleod is given as 52,000 \ oe 

_ Gubie feet por secon. There is no statement as to the mean width or mean depth | 

a at the dpleing stations, Width is sealed from the arainage maps.as/135 fect, This 

gorteeyends to the width of the normal channel or "barl-full" ‘stage. aoe 

cel ionpa pikes Gis chanige slope wi. Sih in BMG tial we 1.16 x10 te radius 
: >. of the present cated dy whocd, 0,3 whl OnA $hat of ihe 014 nenaders show (a 

the bluffs is about 0,7 mile. There 4 no infomation on the depth ef alluvium 

Soe : to glaciat till or bedrock , The bluffs rise to a mascinun height of about 100 

= “fect above the present floodplain. Bs ee ae = : | 

Sis 2. Mee qedVians ‘Bron tha, Gieecanion given provlovely eli ‘tak’ va oon ausniee 

= i definitely on change of xsize of meanders is that neanjering is controlled by . é 

2 _ the portion of the total energy of a stream vhioh 4s @irected against the berks 

=e g in rBlation to the rhaietexse of the banks to erosion, Energy is related te - : 

 spetesity of the stroan which 4s controlled by slope, size of channel, and nature 
oe . of the dotton, In this complex problen it 1s clear tat afocharge 4s only one factor 

BO Ue ee re Bee yd ie ee re er aye ee es eee ee eae Rae ee ees



However, an attempt will be made to Compute possible changes in nosn discharge vhich 

aa have resulted either from meltwaters of tho Tasowell substage of tho ‘ieeonsin 

stage of glatation or fron a move wainy eldmate than that of the present, Wone of the = 

5. Sqpmmina tolia anytidng ef the affecd of dark material en sles of necadars. ao 

Slope, Leopold's equation relating slope to discharge 4a an at reactive means | 

|e solve this problen. He gives. tho constant as 5,07 x 10° when slopo is monoured 
"an fect yer foot. If ve vad Grosant-toy vgine for discharge, hovever, ve finda 

constant. of 0.09. 10 instead te wo use Leopold's eonctant for an eotinated 

@igcharge of 80,000 eubic Soot yor second wo obtain a slope of 1.77 x 10°, 

This raises the question of the siniee value of the constant unter former conditions, 

“So gy ge almeat Sepeietibe Su tind Abs Hepes ef the Gammel Ween the 91¢ large aeadame S 

"lek fomeets 4 fir Sesthie Uae Sensei des vers a0) fornet 01 eee, BE” e 

Gonelude that the fill of modern ailuviun thickeng doynstrsam the old valley eroded 

Ante the $42) vanks vas stoeper than the prosnmt ctmmnol, The writer suggosts that = 

neanders ofc until the force agginat the banks ts balaneod by tho resistance of - é 

the banks to erosion, Mat 4¢ the-aealler meanders of today vepresant 2 state of a | 

' equilibrium of a less powerful stream against weaker material, However, wo lack — aoe 

“  4nfornatiion hy which to solve this problem. A tontative vesoration of tho acne e 

of Mahan River vhon tt mado tho large moantors 5 ets x10 stove, ‘Te isa | 

very rough ostinate ‘but shows &@ legs slope than the present. We ¢gn selvo the equation 

Qe (ie/3)” vhero Q is mean discharge, kk @ aonetant, ond $ the slope, Ye will use 

" heopold's value for k akprossed ag 397 210° and, this estimated Wie FOr Se = : 

ten Q = ({ 307 x 104) / (1.45 x 20%) whieh is 2777 or about 77,000 cubic : 

fect per socond vaieh ia more than the present-day flood na:ctumn uhdch has boon is 

Feoorded. lie great weight can be attached to this Posult. — ; : 

: YAAth, Wo. may nach catinate the probable width of ghamel wien tho lance 

' meanders were formed, Since thé old meanders vere 7 tines as lange of thowor today ee 

we might think thet the chamelwath wae 7 tines as lame or about 960 fost. oes 

Maro ta no emnson' think that the actartad of the foodplatn Debvom ‘he mcntars 
co ee ae Oe



—~ e ys av am 
= However, “ “> attempt to ape possible changes in moan cagaherge whieh night 

be due olthor to cessation of neltwators from the Tagewell substage of the Wisconsin 

stage of glaciation or to 4 change ftom a more/vainy climate, Mono of the,formlas 

telis vs atything of chance in usterial into/videh mesnders vero axcdel, = 
Sigse. Leopold's equation relat e to Sdsnhanee is attractive 6a @ means 

to solve the above problei, Hix ¢onstant\averazed fron stzeana ho considered ts 

: s 8.9% x 207° when Slope is messed in feot\per foot, If we use tho present value ses 

(of mean dhecharge wé obtain a sonovhat value of 4.47 x 10~8rortho constant. 

Which ig nob enough éifferent to wioha is: : oe ee 

y E j K 

= 3 aX
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‘The question is were the meanders of formor times 7 timos as large ag now 

or should this . reduced to the a9 power as suggested by one of Leopold's — 

| formulas for vave length of nesnters? If we take the fomor idea the width 

nay be estinated at 960 fect but unter the sooond idea this figure is reduced to 

eee | fect. The formula ig width (w) =a go4 which when solved for Q ts 

(wane + , Next we mugt solve for the constant, aby using modern values — 

for @ and we Lat q = 196 and w = 185 then & = 135/19.96 which is 6.77. es 

: _ passidis solutions for tho former digtharge’ are offered, Galling w = 

: $50 we would have Q = (960/6,'72)"* or about 170,000 oubic fect per, second. : 

If we — ue lower figure for width this beeomes(480 Ieee) ov only ; 

about teyedcubic fect per segond, ‘The wheertainty of the figure for width 1s : 

hence very important in the result because it is raised to a fotriy high power. 

The constant @ may also be incorrect because of the differencedn the channel in 

forner times. oe . L * Ses 

ere _ Wawe length of meanders. The wave length of the meanders ts not easy to 3 3 

~ + measure on the map especial iy with tho older neantore ‘those course ig unknown, 

: This auaitity nay be computed from Leopold and Woluans fimmias, on ae 

-ggtinated tron the volues for radid civen above, A minimum value = 
. reiulte fron mltiplying the radius by 2 pi. Yor radius 0.2 mile the result ie 

0,7 x 6,28 x 528= 23,200 fect. Leopolds formia is wave length = 6.5 we feet. ; 

| ’ For width 480 feot this vould make A the result about 5800 foot. . ; 

. ver whch 0 the result is 12, 400 fect. ti, second approach should ie 

S the more accurate but yields surprisingly small rests for meanders vith a . 

oe radius of 3696 fect. 6 ak | 
: _ Bacharge ‘fn wave length, Discharge nay be ostinatea from yave length 7 

z in two ways. Firsts we may use the formula thot adacharge (Q) =((w.2) 67 

= Sec@nd ve can equate Leopolis. two formas and eliminste wave loi eth, Thon 

| 36g) = 695 vi and 9 = <,164- NT) Wakaecincennetiip becdcotemnets : 

Sree. ee ee ee aoe fot ee oe



"about 26,000 ouble fect per second ana for width 950 foot about 128,000 cubic 

: fect por second. tis ies sabbak shies ik bike es thd a a 

: of about 26,00°athite fect par second, Yor vara length of 12,400 fect we obtain oy 
about 118,000 cuble fee par second dtsdhasge, ‘Te two methods are basodbm om 

: Ghanne! width and henes agese closely. : : 5 

: Sumer. Y ¢ have shows that the available formas o11 indicate a mah 

largefiactusgs in thm thos than now eectira bus tell nothing of why this vas 
a fect. In this elsioted vogion in whieh Keskadkla Rivor 1s aitusted the presum- 
tion 4s strong that this increase in Agghange vas due to floods of moltwator but 

we have not excluded the possibility of a moister eliiate, More will have te be . 

known of glacial eLinate to docids this yrovten. “he effect of change in slope 
on the total energy of the river iy also wlmewn., Tho syne romari: may ihe made 

about the effect of a possible change iu material of the banks although this | 

ss Reaetor sooms a rather renoto possibility. In evaluating the hypothesis of control | 
“of meanter size by @echarce it has long becn noted thet small streams malo small 

meanders and lange stroats maize Large noandets, Unfortmately this eonclusten c 

rests chdaciy oa map shuren nacloch Doth alone end Dank stern ‘Tho fant that : 
: @ stetlar retiotion in sive of nenaders fn the MePihens Anon shove tliat eleciel — 

meltwater floods are not the answer in all leeslities, 

= fe = % 

Be ee ee



Ps Uae 25,800 qubic foot por seson’ and Sor width 950 about 128,200 oubdic foot fl 

pe seconds She other method gives for vave length 6200 fect Sas 
pe bs ee ee ee 

—— thows thee the two methoda agree closely, ee 
ae _ Simeary. Workding on the hypothesia thet of meanders ig closely es 

ee Se pee a bo FEY mean discharge 
ae _ Folate to discharge only vo have obtained A wafrlety of results many of 

them greater than any recorded flood of 9 ‘Sess Mot tem oe 
oe ee mach above the provant noan discharge. /This ta in lino vith mop study Ree 

of ivere which ghows Clearly that d46 stroane have big neantors ant Ss 
= tna stesans anal moanlers, Mos eonyarisons donot {nolude slope oF 

oo mate#isl oo thet too mndh velght/shoulA be given to this oemattinkans maton. x 

— Mhe poastble elimte of Plets tines of glaciation ts Uittle uiere 
oe -a@tood, Rainfall could have greatop, south of the glackow although —- — : 

| this dees not agree with te daca of winds descending from tho tee exp. ae 
es OF ee Wee : re 3 : 
 .  _ Heltvatersseen a more Gauge for 9 larger discharge. 

ee ss Barther study de 2 to oannect these large neanters with the ono of . 

———-- gutuash depoattion méarar to the ico frente ee 

oo oe es = : : : ss : ; : 

as ee Se 
Oe 

ee
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SOME UNDERFIT STREAMS IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS. 

Introduction, The term underfit" is anieek to rivers which show modern. 

floodplain meanders which are much smaller than older meanders which left traces inte, 

adjacent bluffs. During the course of a survey of road materials in central 

Illinois for the Illinois State Geological Survey during the field seasons of 

1929 and 1930 the writer observed the above phenomenon along both Kaskaskia and 

Embarrass rivers. Figure 1 was traced from the drainaze surveys of thal ioony 

made by the U. 8S. Geological Survey in 1908-1911. These maps are much more detailed 

than the later Ramsey and.St. Elmo quadrangles which show the area along na ae 

River. The meander cusps of the eastern bluffs of Kaskaskia River are very 

striking and instances of cutting through of swek spurs which resulted in capture 

of a tributary stream. Only one example of an old large meander was found on 

Embarrass River just southeast of Newton, Both of these rivers carried meltwater i 

from the Wisconsin glaciers which passed through the area of ore Vietaaetn: drift. 

There may be other examples of the same type but the writer has not discovered them. 

Hypotheses. Similar underfit streams have been described by @ number of 

students of saenienne. nt es that the size of meanders is related 

: tothe discharge of a stream in-mest—iastances although other factors -mey also 

. enter the picture. Most students have looked no further than change in discharge 

(Dove ) (Dury) 
and have suggested diversion of headwaters by "pare? ares, change of — or 

seepage through the alluvial fill of the a The last has been termed Lghmann ts 

principle but a study of ground vatera shove that such subsurface flow is 

small in comparison with channel discharge even where the alluvial fill is very 

perm@able. Unless the surface stream were very small it is evadent that such 

underground nai be of no importance, Both slope and material of bed and 

banks are factors which cannot be overlooked, An alluvial fill in an older valley 

normally reduces the slope of the modern stream compared with that of its 

predecessor. Friedkin has shown by experiment that both width and length of bends
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that is size of meanders, increases with slope. Although we must keep the above 

fact in mind because the bed of Kaskaskia River jen probably other erie Dee 

undoubtedly been filled sine the maximum erosion of the beds it seems probably 

) 
that the major factor in decreasing the size of meanders has been a diminished 

: sub surface 
mean discharge. No P is are available tothe writer on how much the slopes 

v 

have been dintshea by this alluvial fill. The valleys of the streams observed by the 

writer were eroded into the Illinoian till plain. Later glaciation obstructed the 

— these rivers with outwash which caused aggradation not only to the level 

s of the obstruction but upstream, ‘The same phenomenon also occurred in streams which 

head in the Driftless Area and hence carried no outwash, ( Bates), 

Formulas, When the writer visited central Illinois in 1929 and 1930 no 
bea s:Dle mMavimyn 

means existed by which an estimate could be made of the uteres of the rivers , 

when-—the volume -was-greater. Now the studies of Leopold, Maddock ‘and Wolman 

give a clue to this problem. These students of hydraulic phenomena have developed 

a number of eguations showing the relation of various dimens¥ions of streams to 

discharge. The equations are what is known as empirica l, that is they tell 

: nothing of the physical relations which cause the variations. It is on such causes 

that rational equations are based. Snpirical equations result from plotting 

the quanlities on logarithmic coordinates. When this is done the points fall so 
IN 

in-tuch- a distrivatton/tnat a straight line can be drawn through them, the slope 

7ve5 
of which shows the exponent of a power function which dion the relationship. 

ty Straight” 
In @% such studies the points fail to all ees” one st line, that is 

there is scatter. In part this is due to inaccuracies of the data and in part to : 

the fact that other factors were negleced. “or instance the formula which shows 

ma OY 
the mean velocity of water in an open channel depends meiniy on three jfactors, 

wm slope, size of the chgnnel, and nature of the bottom. Other minor controls such 

: j 
as temperature are neglected. Leopold and Maddock give the follwing: 

at = given location ( station) mean width is related to discharge to the 0,26 
ao f OF darcharge 

: power, depth to the ofa power and velocity to the 0,34 7 All measurements
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, 8re given in British engineering units, feet and seconds. For points downstream 

width is ieaitea to t he 0.5 (square root) power of discharge, depth to the 

0.4 power of discharge and velocity to the 0.1 power of the same quantity. 

“hese exponents in a downstream direction could be of some vate in making 

comparisons of conditions with a former larger discharge in a given stream, 

It must be remembered that there is another quality in each equation, eméiy a constant. 

This constant ie Wertebhe in different streams and is not given in Leopold's 

papers. HE xpressions for wave length of means x are given in the paper by 

Leopold and Wolman, Wave length is defined as the distance along the channel is 

which a complete circle is travered so that the direction of the current is 

reversed, It is not easy to iaes this cuatlity on maps because of the many 

x ae the Gs qucheont WT uitth edule with mew Eo 
Both were derived in the same way by platting on logarithmic coordinates. 

In another paper Leopold gives the expression for slope as $ =(3.97 x 105f 

q” 249 “he latter Quanity is so close to Qe that the difference can be ignored. 

The mean velocity of a stream is given by Manning's formla~ In this v ( tt/sec} = 

o\1.5/n)x°/ 358 where n is a factor which varies from 0,05 down depending on the 

nature of the bottom, R is hydraulic radius ( cross ection in square feet divided by 

wett@d width of channel, and S is erope it Wte streams R is closely equivalent to 

Mean depth, d. Rotational force of unit mass of water as exerted on the outside 

of a curve is w/e where r is radius . ig circle which approximates to the shape 

of the bank at the given we” is ith bcs dimensions equal, velocity? 

is proportional to S$ this offtytion may be approximated as S/ry 

Beta. For Kaskaskia River we have the reports of the U. S. Geological Survey ; 

which put the mean discharge at 1505 cubic feet per second based on maasurments over 

@ period of 42 years. The maximum flood discharge is given as 52,0Wcubic feet per 

second. “he width of the normal channel or"bank-full" stage was scaled from 

the drainage surveys =t 135 feet. Slope of the modern stream is found from the same 

source to be 1 foot in 5740 feet or as ordinarily expressed as the tangent of the 

angle of slope, 1.74 x 1074 Radius of the present meanders is about 0.1 mile
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and that of the older meanders shown in the bluffs 0.7 mile. Width of the . 

present meander belt is about 0.5 mile and of the older meander belt about 

3,5 miles, N@thing is known of the thickness of recent alluvium in the Kaskaskia #t 

bottoms nor of the relative resistance to erosion ofkk gene silty clay of the modern 

bottoms compared to the clay till of the bluffs which rise 40 to nearly 100 feet 

above the prevent dey floodplain. 

“he problem, The problem now arises whabier the chynge in si,e of meanders 

was due to diminished volume and hence diminished energy or to reduction of slope 

with the same result, or to a change in erodibility of the bank material from : 

till to silty clay? In seeking an answer on the dominance of one of these 

three possi bilities we will explore in turn the several equations which 

deononstrate relationships. 

2 tLeepsl4) 
Slope. The equation S = k/Q # gives an empirical welehion, K represents a 

constant for which Leopold gives the value of 3.97 x 1076 However , if we 

solve this equation for k using the present day values for the Kaskaskia River we 

will find that the that k = 5S Qt neeSaes-k = 1,74 x 10~* x 38.8 Solving for k 

the result is 0.68 x 1076 or much less than the average value given above. 

Is it correct to use the average value or the present value with the modern 

small stream? We cannot answer this question at present. We may also consider 

the fact that formation of the present small meanders is due to reduction in 

power of the stream, that is ye work within unit time. Can this be explained . 

either by change in material or by reduction of slope or must we turn) as most 

have jbo reduction in volume? It is very hard to restore a former course of ; 
and its fall is undeterminable. 

Kaskaskia River when it was flowing in the large —— It may be presumed 

that when the width of the meander belt was greater than it now is the channel 

slope, not the slope on the centes line of the valley, was less than it now is, 

If, however, the reduction in power of the stream were due to change of slope 

wes then its former slope ought to have been greater than it now is. 

This can be the case for the slope of the center line of the valley and agrees 
with the probable thinning of the alluvial fill upstream,
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A similar train of reasoning also affects the hypothesis that meanders grew 

until the rotational force of the current, v/ ris equal to the resistance 

of the bank to erosion. In this case the small meanders of today in soft material 

require either a lesser slope or a educed discharge. When we solve the 

2 
slope equation to Q = ( k/S)” it is exceedingly diffeult to supply any 

reasonable vals. For k we may take the berger value given by Leopold namely 

if 3% x 10~* ana take a tentative expression for slope derived by assumed fall 

and course when the large meanders were eroded. “hen we have Q = (4397 x 107) / 
2 ; 

1.43 x 10*4)) This is 27% or 77000 cubic feet per second. No great weight 

can be attached to this result. 

Width, Because we have no information on either mean depth or mean velocity 

we have to turn to width for a possible solution, Since-width_ise—binear> 
a 

quanity We may tentatively assume that the width when the large meanders were 

n 4 
eroded was 7 times that of the present because the meanders and megnder belt 

were 2Fines as large as they now are. The equation is w (width) = age*4 

We can solve this for 4, the constant by using present values, a = 135/19.95 

: pee Gee 
or 6,77 Now if we take the former width as 96@feet the discharge, Q, figures 

9 5, ee eae KEBCO 1 $1 640 
out from Q = ( Ria) . as (950/ 6.77)°° or 4695890 cubic fect per second. 

: the objection to this conclusion is that the constant, oe not have had the 

same value when the discharge, Q was larger than it now is. 

Wave length of meanders. ‘The wave length of mepndery is not easy to 

ith 
measure on the map and & is impossible te=de-—se for the older large meanders. 

It may be computed from gne of Leopold's formulas which is related to width 

or by computing the rircumferance of a circle with the measured radius. : 

the first method uses the forma that the wave length = 6,5 wi"? 
g7 loge 

Assuming again that w in former times was $50 feet, its 1.1 power is 684 feet. 

Ws. i 
Multiplying this by 6.5 the result is f feet. By the second method it is 

2 Pix .? mile x 5280 feet. This figures out to 23, 200 feet, much larger than 

appears from the first method. Using the first value and substituting in the 

formuly that waxe—length = 36-@ we-ebtain H6500 cific fect per second. . 
r : 

Q-(F) 44 © oo: 000 Te et rv vig as 

26 Poy pros A 13115 one = 
Ste idee a Y a MW eds Sere pe 7



Another solution is to equate Leopold's two formulas for wave length. o 

2 = 6.5 wel ee west wet TS a “2 200” 36 Q 6.5 w Soulution this yields Q % 

a ES 

nT fun-tsesharge_or-2_as-shove. fae above solutions avoid the problem of correct 

constant for they are besed on streams of different discharges. On the other 

hand the assumed width at the time of the large meanders ig for from certain, 

Summary. “he cause of change in size of neaters cannot be explained by 

a single gil Discharge, slopeysnd bank ieee all enter the question. 

We cannot determine the slope of the channel at the time the big meanders occured. 

The compartive dimensions of the river at that time are also uncertain, “ne 

results of combutetions depend too largely on an assumed width. On the whole, 

it is simpler to conclude that a change of discharge was the major factor. 

To explain a former increased discharge tp possible hypotheses can be advanced. 

First, the climate could have been much wetter than it now is possibly during 

glaciation of the area to the north. We do not know aimemk enough about glacial 

climate to decide on this hypothesis which is that of Dury. Second, although 

the Kaskaskia drained only about 25 miles of the ice front of the Tazewell 

substage of the WisconsinStage of glaciation se is plausible to suppose that 

5 meltwaters swelled the discharge and that meanders developed below the zone of 

accumulation of coarse glacial outwash, Map study failed to show that the 

traces of big meanders extend up to the ice front on either Kaskaskia or Poerress 

rivers, In most rivers the waters from the retreating ice front eroded the 

outwash into terraces. Not enough is known of the relations in Illinois of 

eelatay! outwash terraces to the alluvial fill in the district of big meanders. 

The writer tentatively concludes that diminution of discharge due to the 

dsdaenet “oe the ice sheet accounts for the observed phenomena although 

similar underfit streams also exist in the Driftless Area on streams which 

never carried glacial meltwaters, -It should be noted that on the floodplain 

of Mississippi River ke small tributaries have small meanders compared to those 

of the Mississippi.
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i SOM UNTERELT STRRANS IN CMNPRAL ILLINOIS, — ae oe 

‘ Introduction, ‘The tem thnaerfit" is ap:licd to rivers whieh show Bee 

: _ floodplain meanders which are much smaller than older meanders which left trun u 

: adjacent bluffs, During the course of a survey of road materials in central = 

ss Illinois for the Illinois State Geological Survey during the field seasons of = 

"1929 ana 1930 the writer observed the above phenomenon along both Kaskasicia and 
: Tnbarrass rivers, Miguro 1 was traced from the dreinare surveys of those rivers 

: made by the U. S. Geological Survey in 1908-1911, ‘These maps are much more dstatlea 

than the lator Ransey and st. Elmo quadrangles which shov the area along Kaskaskis 
River, The meander eusps of the eastern pints of Kaskaskta ‘River are vory re 

= striltng and snstanoat ct aubting throngs of mush igite Whdeh yernibes th captens : 

of a tribntary streem, (nly ono exemple of an old Igree manndey was found on 

“Mnbarrass River Just southeast of Newton, Yoth of those rivers carried meltwater = 

_ fom the Wisconsin glaciers which passed through the area of pro-ifigeonsin drift, 

- There nay be other intaxites of the game typs but the writer has not ddacoversa them. 

| Bypotheses, Sinilor unterfit stroans have beon dosoribed by a number of s 

: students of sivatogragi “18 speak that tho af,o of neaniers ds related — . 

ss tothe discharge of a stresm Su-most instances although other factors meg also c 

enter the picture. Most stutenta asve Looked no furtha than ebange im discharge 

and have suggested diversion of handwatera by stream saptoley, apes of cuimtoy, Ly 

_ Seepage thyough the alluvial £221 of the mural? ta lest has heen formed Mehmann's 

principle bus s study of pround vated tutta) that auch svbsarfase flow is 5 : 

ees small in comparison with channcl disckergs oven whort the allurisi f4li ds very § 

pommfable. Unleas the surface stream wore very amall it is evident that such | oa 

vadergiound, Tow could be of no impartance., Both slaps ana material of bed ama 

berks aré Seater vkteh camnst bo overlooked, sn aliuviad £422 4 an older valley es 

normally vedunos the slope cf the wodern stress compared vith thet of its e 

predecessor. =e Sn : ss a SS 
< _ Befediin has shown by experiment thet both width and length of bends



Fee ; b = $ ; i rae : 

Fe thet Si shade? aesnders; Jenand A sles: Muse we mi ey | 

_ fast in mind because the bed of Kaalasicia “~— probably other otrotins bss 

undoubtedly been filled aisle the maximum erosion of the beds it seams probeblg- 

"that the major factor in decreasing the sige of meanders has been a diminished 

mean discharge, lo date are available to the weiter on how smch the slopes bie 

have been aintahoa by this alluvial fill. The valleys of the streams observed by ‘ae, 

writer were eroded into the Illinofan till plain, Later glaciation obstruated the 

outletsof these rivers with dicing which caused aggradation not only to the ‘level 

as of the obstruction but upstream, The onme pacnomenon Alsd oceurred in streams which, 

head in the Driftiess Area end hence anmried no outwash,/ ( Bates) « . 

Yves, Vhen the writer visited centzal TLlinois tn 1929 en@ 1920 no tae 

ineans e@xigted by whith an estimate could be meade of inal divchones of tho rivers , 

| When~the-vroiumevescerester. Now the studies of Ieopold, Maddock and Wolman : 

give 9 clue to this yroblem, These students of hydraulic phenomena have developed 

a mutbex of eguations vhowing the relation of verious ddmensftone of streams to 

' @&acherse, ‘The amuetions ara what is imenaisas wpivica Ly thet is they tell foe 

: nothing of the physical relations which couse the verietions. It is on such causes. 

_ that gations), equrkions ere based, “Apirles? cqmations result from plotting : 

. the avouhttos on lovarithmia aoordinstes, Whon this 4s dene the points fal157 2 

tna itetetiaten thats stradzhs Moo can ve dati tarough thea, the slope 

of whieh shows tho exponent of © pover guncticn vaich de qhe velationship, 

a In all gush studies the pointe fai] to all fall au waa eeudk dine, that 4s 

| qnere 4s spatter, In part this is due to inacouresies of she Gata and in part to : 

the Zag thet other faatome were neglesed. Yor fnotence the fomula vhigh ines 

the mean velocity of water in an open channe? depends mately on. vnned Pastors, i 

wa slope, size of tle ehgmisls and nature of the bottom, Other minor controls such 

~ as temperatiues ave nosiested, Leopold aut Madde give the tol Krtnet 

at . givon Losation i station) moan width iy xeisted to discharge to the 0.26 : 
, : Og4 power and velocity to the 0.24 vowex, All messuremonts ee 

power, dopth to the yj aes : : 5
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= are given in British ongincoring units, fect and seconds, Tor points dowstrean 

whdth 49 vlealted to t he 0,5 (square root) power of discharge, depth to the ae 

0.4 yowor of aiaciange dnd veloaity to the 0.1 power of tho sane quantity. a 

“hese exponents iu & dowastream Uirewbion aould be of some vats fn naling 

sorparisens of conditions with ¢ govies lexger atachinas dina wiven strean, 

~ It must be remembered thet there is ancther aneahty in each equation, uanely 2 constant, 

: This constant is veriable in difterent strsaug ani is not given in Leopold's 

: pepers. 4 xpresaions for wave Length of meandys £ are given in the paper by 

. “Leopold and Wolman, Weve length 4s defined as the distanee along the channel is 

: which a eomplete cixcle is toooretted uo, that the @tyection of the evrrent is < 

reversed, 1% is nos easy to ie thig aveskty on reps Becanee of the many 

_ Arregclarities of strean course, The two qererctons are 36 0% ana 6,5 weet 

Both were derived in the seme way by pistling on Logerithoie coordingtes,. Soe 

: In another paper Leopold gives the exwescion for slope an 8 {8,97 x 109 / 

; que *ne latter quanity is so close te gi that the difference san be ignored, 

; Tho ome Velocity of a strcam is given by Mumnias's fomulet In thie + ( ft/sec.) = : 

#2 1.5/ Ke 33h where mn is a factor which varies from 0,05 dewn depending on the . 

| nature of the bottom, R fe kydravlie wading ( ate wvtten Sa aepans tay SOREL : 
wottl wiath of hee’ end $ Ss sropet ta vais streams Rig closely equivalent to 

| : Mean depths de Rotational foree of wilt mass of eter as ererted on the outside 

of a curva ts vf fs vhovo iis vedas ‘of the sivele hich ayyreximates to the shape = 

of tho bani at the given point’. Since with other A@imonstions equal veloeity? 

- | dg proportional to § this opapiion ney ve approximated as 8/r 

‘Data, Yor Kaslmskia River we have the reports of the U. 9. Geological Survey am 

which put the mean discharge at 1505 cubic fect per second based on measurments over : 

 @ period of 42 yoars, The maximum flood discharge is given as 52,000cubic fect per 

= - gecond. "he wiath of the normal channel. or""bank=full" stage _was scaled fron 

the drainage surveys -t 135 fect, Slope of the modem stream 4s found fron tho same 

source to be 1 foot in 5740 fect or as ordinarily expressed as tho tangent of tho 

| angie of slope, 1.74 x 0° Sallin-o? en ened penis 4g about 0,1 milo
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: 5 : = 3 . oe 

=~ and that of the older nonanfers shown in tho bluffs 0.7 mite, Width of the = : 

present nosuder bolt is about 0.5 mits and-of the older meander belt about bane 

3,6 miles, Stthing is Imewn of the thickness of recent alluvium in the Xaskaskia dt 

: vottons noe of ths relative vesiatance to sxosion ofa othe allty clay of the modern 

hottons gompived to the ciay 6411 of the bluffs whieh riao 4g to neagly 100 fect 

: above the ntecant day Sloodpladin. ; 

. _ She proven, the problew nev arisos whetWher the chtuge in i.e of meanders 

\ vee due t@ Aimindshed volume and hence aiedaished energy or to reduction of slope 

with the sams somaits os to & chamve in erodibility of the bank material from 

till to stity clay? in seeking an answer cn the dodnance of one of these : 

three poses bilities we will emilors én turn the several equations which 

doononstrvate rolationships, : ‘ 

love. Sho squriion S = k/s 7 etves an eapirteal velation, K represents a 

congtind for which Leopold gives the welue of 3.972105 However +42 wo ; 

Solve this equation for k using the tresant day values fox toe Kasimskia iver ve = 

| WAL fing that the that ke = 6 Q* Dedames i: = 1674 x 10 x 36,8 Solving fork 

j the result is 0,68 = 10°" oo mush lens than the average value given above, 

“Te at correct to use the average yalua or tho prosent value with the mocem 

‘gmall atream? Wo camot answer this question at present, We may also consider 

the fact that formation of the present small msa nders ia due te reduction in 

* power of the stream, thot ia in wok within wis time, Can this be explained = — 

either by chengs in waterial or by reduction of slope or must we turn 28 Bost 

- have to weduction iu volume? It ds very hard to restore a former course of 
po and ita fall ia wadeterminable, 

Kesknektp Rivet when, 4¢ wes floving in the large neandeys, it may be presumed : 

ee that when the width of the meander belt was greater than i¢ now is the channel 

: slope, not tha slope on the centee line of the valley, was less: than it now i“ : 

3 If, however, the reduetion.in power of the strean vere de to change of slope : 

oni then Sts former slope ought to have beon greater than it now is, 
This ean be the ease for the Slope of tho center line of tho valley and agrees 2 se 

wth the pmebeple thinning of the al!uvial £111 upstream, 28



= : A gimilar train of reasoning alec affocts the hypothesis that meanders grew 

ant: the rotational force of the courant, o}- tu equal So the resiatanve : 

of tho beni to oposion, In this case the smell meanders of today in soft material 

a secutive eitho & loaser slope or « (G4uesd digehargs, Whea ve floive the : 

slope aqnation ta qe ( ef)” 4% 44 axdectinely diftenlt to supsly ony 

yoasonable vale. Por Je ve may akce the Teer wilve given by Leopold namely : 

3Q% % 20% aud take a tentative agwteasion fer slens ‘srivad by assumed fall 

: ec goes wher the larrte menadevs ware oretsd, “hen wo hove O = (4507 % 1074) r 

143 x 10%)” aaia as 297" op P2000 dubia feck yer aecand, Mo eveck weight 

: @an be attached to thig vesult, : : } 

= $3a8h, Booause we have ne invormtion on either nean éapth. sip noan velocity : 

: we have te turn bo width for « poseible aotetiions Sinee width is a linear Joes 

ciate we may tentatively asmus that tho vidth when the mows meanders ene ; 

- ed was: % times that of the cvescnt besanee the neaniers ‘and meguilar belt : 

S . wee 7 tines as larce es they new are, The equation isw (wath) = age't gS 

a We van golive thie Zor @, the constant pr using ntesent waives, aoe 155 /49,95 : 

or 6.7% Tow 4f we tinke the formar width 99 980 feck the Gischarge, , figura 

out from Q = Wa) 2644 og (900/ 6.77)°** or 169,800 eubte feot per second, 

ne objection te this conetusion te that the sonstant, a may, wat here had the — 

 g@le value when the digohatme, Q wa larger than 16 now is, = 

Mowe Lencth of meeniorss The weve length of meanders te not socy te 

measure on the mep and 4 4s Inpossible te-do-ao for the older large ‘mates: 

It may be computa from Che Oo? Leepolats 2eyeainn which is relates to width ; 

+ oF by combing the eirounforance of a circle with tho measured radius, : 
he first method uses the formula that the wave length = 6,8 wo 
Assuming again that v in forner times vas 950 fect, its 1.1 power 49 1884 fect, 
Multiplying this by 6.5 tho result 4a 12250 feet, By the desea Geakiioa it is "2 FA x 67 nile x 5290 foot, ‘his figures out to 23, 200 foot rmigh tanger me 

appears from the first neti, Using the first value and substituting in the a 
| fopmigtiet vave Lencth = 36 Q wo obtain 126500 otbie foot per second, SS 

- ; Ak et 2A
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et  _ ee ae + — ps 

— Another solution fs to oquateieopolis two formas for vawe lengths Then 

$6 Be 6,8 uv! coututton dF tees totes ¢ ates vet foe é ae 

and. aubsbintion of the value of w given above naturally gives the same velue = 

for ahecharge ot Lag Sheva, Fae above solutions <void the jRoVLem of covvest 

ay eons gor they ove Daaed on vtreams of different iecharges. - 0a the other : 

hand the ascutel width 24 Yhe time of the Jarge noanders 15 cg fren cortain,. 

: Severs. “no couse of change in sigs of insations cannot be explained by 

oS & single Seok Macdhares, slope ~~ penk pahepiad. 8314 enter tha aaestion, 

rs ‘We cannot detomaine the slope of the channel at the time the bis meanders oceured, 

The aompextive Sisiensions of the Mivor of that time ave oleq uncertain, the 

a Pesuits of aomopifattiona dapaad too jargely on a Aasumed, width, On tho whole, 2 

. 4b 1a simpler $o céaelade thot a change of tteahanse was the mijor factor, ; 

To exclain a former inereesed Mecharss R posetbie Eppothazas gan be adwoneed, 

Nirst, tho olirste eould hove Sacn auch wetter thon 1% sew hs, ponaiély dering = .- : 

@laciabion of the ares to the nevth. Ve do not mow seek enough about glacial | 

Climate to Cestde on this hypoticsis whieh is thet of Tag, Geaondy althoysh - 

‘the Maskasiia drained only chout 28 miles of the dee fyent of the Tazewell 2 

substage of the Wisconsin tage of gleoietion it is pleastdle to suppose that = 3 

- meltwaters swelled tho éfudharge bnd that meanders developed bolow the cone of Z S 

_- aBoumlation of averse glaoial outwash, Map study failed to show that the = 

ne traces of big meanders oxtond w te the tec front on either Kaskaskia or bervess 4 

rivers. i most rivers the waters from the retreating ice <ront eroded the . 

= autwash into terteces, Kot onough 40 know of the relations in T1JAnois oe 

ceintoy outimah terraces to the alluvial #411 fn thd district of big meanders, 
(the writer tentatively concludes that ainimution of discharge au to the 2 

= melting of the ice sheet accounts for the observed phenomena although : . 

; sinilar undorfit streams also exist in the Driftless Avea on streams which == 
a never carried glacial neltvaters, tt should be noted thit on tho, fleodplatn - 

of MMesiss&orl Mver ie small tributaries havo small meaniers comparc to those
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Some Underfit Streams of Central Illinois 

Underfit rivers have floodplain meanders which ere much smaller 

than the meanders cut into the adjacent bluffs. During the course of a 

study of sources of road materials in central Illinois for the Illinois 

State Geological Survey during the years 1929 and 1930, the writer noted 

this phenomenon along both the Kaskeskia end Bmberrass rivers. The 

accompanying map was traced from the drainage surveys along Kaskeskia 

"River Of the U. S. Geological Survey ande)from 1908 to 1911. these show 

several striking meander cusps, mainly along the eastern bluffs (Fig. 1), 

which suggest a stream several times the volume of the present river. 

Attention should be directed also to several cases of intercision where 

such meanders cut through spurs and captured tributaries. 4 good example 

of a large meander was also noted on Embarrass River just southeast of 

Newton. 

Similar underfit streams have been described by several physiographers. 

Davis thought thet the cause was diminution of volume, for it has long been — 

recognized that the radius of meanders is related to the discharge of streams. 

Loss of volume has been ascribed either to diversion by stream capture, to 

change of climate, or to seepage into the valley filling. The letter is 

en inadequate explanation because the underflow even in relatively coarse 

material is very smell compared to the dont of most streams (Slichter). 

In the case of these Illinois rivers the cause is probably cessation of 

drainege from the Wisconsin ice sheet. The localities are below the locus 

of coarse outwash deposits. Here the glacial weters had become integrated 

; into a single meandering stream unlike the braided complex above where 

active deposition took plece.
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In the early 1930's no information was availeble which could 

supply a reasonable estimate of the change in volume of Kaskaskia River 

from glacial times to the present. Wow the studies of Leopold and 

Maddock supply some ground for such a surmise. The area has been mapped 

on the Hamsey and St. Elm quadrengles. The redii of the meanders of 

the present river are about 1/10 mile whereas those shown by the scars 

in the banks of the bluffs averege about 7/10 mile, seven times as much. ’ 

Elementary physics shows that the letersl component of force of the river 

due to flowing in a segment of « circle is expressed by the forma, 

mass X velocity 2/ redius. If a assumed that both sets of meanders 

reached equilibrium with the resistance of the banke we then have two : 

problems: (a) how much more resistance did the older bluffs, 40 to nearly 
nn ve 0% have in Comjsarnsen TO 

88 30. 100 feet high, then the Sone of the recent meanders which average about 

a 10 feet in height? end (b) how did the velocities of the rivers differ? 

fo make en estimate of velocities it is necessary to know the hydraulic 

radius, B, (or mean depth, 4, in feet,) the slope s, of the rivers involved 

in feet per foot, and the nature of the bottom (n). ‘the forma involved is: 

v= 1.5/n #/3 sl/2. The slope is the least difficult to estimate. The 

present dey Kaskaskia drops 10 feet in about $7,400 feet distence slong the 

channel] making a slope of 1 in 5740 or wid 2 10-4 feet per foot. It is . 

hard to restore the course of the glecial river for the scers were certainly 

not all made at the same time. A tentative restoration suggests » drop of 5 

30 feet in 40 miles which is 1 in 7030 or 1.43 x 10-4, Although this is : 

) reasonable,) because @ big river has a less slope than a small one, it is 

aifficult to tell how much filling occurred on the old floodplein. ‘the 

difference in slope may not be enough. Since the linear dimensions of the 

glacial end modern Kaskaskia bear a ratio of about 7 to + it might possibly be 

: & > #
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assumed that the glecial gradient was of a seventh of the present iam 

about .25 X 1074 geet per foot. This ratio is concluded from the width 

. of the present meander belt which is about .5 mile and that of the glacial 

meander belt which is ebout 3.5 miles which checks with the radii of 

meanders given above. ‘the present average width of the Kaskaskia is roughly 

135 feet from which a glacial mean width of about 950 feet is deduced. 

fhe studies of Leopold and Maddock provide e possible basis for 

; quenitetive comparison with glacial conditions. These suthors find thet 

the dimensions of a streem are power functions of the discharge (Q). Since 

we know the mean discharge (1505 cu. ft/sec) of the Keskaskie over a 

period of 42 years quantitative estimates may be attempted. ‘The weakest 

point of these empirical equations is the fect that there is a constant, 

the value of which varies greatly in the case of different streans, 

probably reflecting difference in bed and banks. ‘wo eauations suggest 

applicability to the present problem. Slope, s,* k Q-!9 where k is a 

constent and Q = One ae cubic feet per second. This may also be 

written 5 = k/@. Por présent day western streams Leopold gives the 

value of & as 3.97 X 10-6 feet per foot. Solving for the modern mean 

discharge of the Kaskaskie,which is 1505 cu. ft/sec., we obtain a value /‘ 

yh of .68 x 1076, It is questionable that this is applicable to glecial 

S \ eon ttonsy because of the difference in nature . the bed and banks. 

Solving the sbove slope equation for quanity of discharge it is 

¥ evident thet Q = (K/s)*. By substituting the aes for k at present aot 

0 ‘ the minimum value assumed for the slope 3, we find Q = (68 X 10-4 /'.25 x 10-40) Do 

~  snteh works out to a Little less than 74000 ou. ft/seo. If we use instead 

Leopold's original value of k and the higher estimate of i of she ie 

glacial river, the result is 75,600 ou. ft./sec. 3 yh es #) ; 

j 

99 eG peg od} 
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The second equation involves mean width, w, vw = aQ-41 Substituting 

modern values, 135 feet = ax Ny oe a * 135/ 20.04 = 6.72 Using glecial 

values 950 = 6.72 x Q-41 Solving above for Q, gives @ =(950/6.72) 2+" 

which is 103000 ou ft./sec. Agein the applicebiiity of the constent, a, 

is debatable. ; 

; The above methods do not agree very closely but serve to give 

some sort of an idea of the mean corearant the glacial Keskaskia which 

drained not over 25 miles of the front of the Wisconsin ice sheet. It is 

perhaps not so large as some have cit ae the maximum modern flood 

was estimated at slightly sbove 52,000 cu. ft./sec. 

A tecent pager by Leoptld and Wolman gives two other formulas by which 

volume may be estimated, These relate to lamide, the wave Length of Vhs nounders 

‘whieh de the distance in feet of complete reversal of dizection. 1% say be 

estinated an 9 ph tincs the matus of curvictare, Pomulas ane tamtae = G46 

and lanida = 6,6 4 1s. geve we estimate lamida at 23h X10” fact gory the giasial 

strean, Solving the first equation which was derived empirically fron « lergs 

nuaber of observations the mean or "bank-full" discharge Q = Landa f Be" 

hendda squerea is 588 X 10° Hones Q = 538 x 10°F 1296 safooo ou f%, yer second, 

@ Yeuult out of line with other computations. If we equate the two exproscicns 

for wave length wo find thet Q = 6,62 we? / 3  gectng w at 960 foot, the 

uyanemcis 2.2 power is 2.214% 10% 6,8°/ 36” is .O5RS vhich ylelds e remlt of 

afeonn gubie fect per secon’ which is much closer to the earlier estimates. 

Fenwits ohn, (yy Kn EOE Aewek oe w = ASN
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dene Unterfit Streans/ of Central Itinois 

Underfit rivers have floodplain meanders which are much smaller 

than the meanders cut into the adjacent bluffs, During the course 

of ieatiedaoa™ i weiss ‘in central Illinois during the 

years 1929 and 1930, the writer noted this phenomenon along both 

the Kaskaskia and Embarrass rivers. The accompanying map was traced 

from the drainage surveys along Kastackiak River of the U. S. Geologi- 

eal Survey made from 1908 to 1911. These show several striking meander 

cusps, mainly along the eastern bluffs, (Pig. 1) which suggest a stream 

several times the volame of the present river, Attention should be 

directed also to several cases of intercision where such meanders 

é eut through spurs and captured tributaries, A good example was also 

noted on Embarrass River just southeast of Newton. 

Similar underfit streams have been described by several physio- 

eraphers, Davis thought that the cause was diminution of volume, for 

it has long been recognized that the radius of meanders is related 

to the discharge of streams. Less of volume has been ascribed either 

to diversion by stream capture js change of climate, to seepage into 

the valley filling. The latter apparently is an inadequate explana» 

tion because the underflow even in relatively coarse material is very 

small compared to the discharge of most streams (Slichter), In the 

ease of these Illinois rivers cause is probably cessation of drainage 

fron the Wisconsin ice sheet. The localities are below the locus of 

coarse outwash deposits. Here the glacial waters had become integrated 

} :
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into a single meandering stream unlike the braided complex above where 

active deposition took place. 

When the paragraphs above were written in the early 1930's no 

information was available which could supply a reasonable estimate 

of the -herge in volume of Kaskaskia River from glacial times to the 

wal Wel man 
present. Now the studies of na ee Maddock, moun ly some ground 

for such a surmise, The area has been mapped on the Ramsey and St. Blmo 

quadrangle, The radii of the meanders of the present river are about 

1/10 mile whereas those shown by the sears in the banks of the bluffs 

average about 7/10 mile, seven times as much. Blementary physics 

shows that the lateral component of force of the river due to flowing 

in & segment of a circle is expressed by the formula,mass « velocity?/ 

radius. If we assumed that both sets of meanders reached equilibrium 

with the resistance of the banks we then have two problems: (a) how 

much more resistance did the older bluffs, 40 to nearly 100 feet high, 

than the banks of the recent meanders which average about 10 feet in 

height? and (b) how did the velocities of the rivers differ? To make a 

an estimate of velocities it is necessary to know the hydraulic radius (rR) 

(or mean depth), the auk -s the rivers involved, and the nature of 

the nottekd” ba formula involved is: v © 1,5/n 22/3 81/2, tne slope 

is the least difficult to estimate. The present day Kaskaskia drops 

10 feet in about ‘paso fect distance along the channel making a slope 

of 1 in is or is x a 7 It is hard to restore the course of 

the glacial river for the scars were certainly not all made at the 

same time, A tentative restoration suggests a drop of 30 feet in - uy 

40 miles which is 1 in 7030 or 1.43 x gt This is reasonable because 

Tan serrate one: 7 
& big river has a less slope nd it is difficult to tell about filling 

of the old floodplain, The present average width of the Kaskaskia
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(36 
appears to be about 160 feet so that given similar depth-width rele- 

tions in the glacial river a width of about wes feet is suggested. 

This ratio of 7 to 1 agrees with the radii of meanders and the ratio 

of meander belts. The latter is 0.5 mile for the present and 3.5 

: miles for the glacial Kaskaskia, These figures suggest’ a possible i 

change in hydraulic radius of 7 to 1, but since we have no data on 

the present radius the computation of velocity was not carried through. 

The value of n, the roughness of the bottom, may also have changed 

. sen reduced volume, The average discharge of the Kaskaskia over 

d aie 42 years ts 1505 ou. ft. fetiie Leopold, gives a formula for slope 

‘e a s = qa? The square root of 1505 is 38,8 where K is a constant 

we se which he gives as 3.97 x 10~§, Solving the above for K gives a 

64% as of SFO imei slope, Evidently Leopold must have dealt 

with streams vith different bed and banks. Using the slope formula 

s2k G49, ( tremepeettton) fo find Q gives apvrorimately (Sho?. 

Assuming thé value of § on glacial times as ly3 x sven divided 

ges} wit: oe "GE oats gives hsee oa for the 

glacial discharge. Taking another empirical forma for widths a 

wee Ql trom which Q = (w/a) 2-!, fo find g we take the present “204 

width estimated at 10 feet and present discharge of 1505 cu. ft./sec., 

of which the .41 power is $648. From this théwalve of 2 is el Iv 

xs To compute the glacial discharge we take the glacial width at 2900 15° 

we feet which divided by why gives Cis. Raising this to the 2,44 power 

gives Q, the discharge, at about £83000 cu. ft. fase. The two results 

aiid vaple wate Sek Wai aes 46 Gale igh. Gn adn ena 

had an average discharge many times greater than the mean flow of the 

present successor, The maximum recorded modern flood discharge is 

over 52000 cu. ft./sec. The glacial Kaskaskia appears to have drained 

about 25 miles of Wisconsin ice front,
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Some Underfit Streams of Centra} Illinois 

Underfit rivers have floodplain meanders which sre much smaller 

than the meanders cut into the adjacent bluffs. During the course of a 

study of sources of road materials in central Illinois for the Illinois 

State Geological Survey during the years 1929 and 1930, the writer noted 

this phenomenon along both the Kaskaskie end Embarrass rivers. ‘The 

accompanying map was traced from the drainage surveys along Keskeaskia 

River of the U. S. Geological Survey made from 1908 to 1911. ‘These show 

several striking meander cusps, mainly along the eastern bluffs (Fig. 1), 

which suggest a stream several times the volume of the present river. 

Attention should be directed also to several cases of intercision where ~ 

such meanders cut through spurs and captured tributaries. A good example 

of e large meander vas @lso noted on Enbarrass River just scutheest of 

: Newton. 

Similar underfit streams have been described by severel physiographers. 

Davis thought that the cause was diminution of volume, for it has long been 

recognized that the radius of meanders is related to the discharge of streams. 

Loss of volume has been ascribed either to diversion by stream capture, to 

change of climate, or to seepage into the valley filling. The latter is 

en inadequate explanation because the underflow even in relatively coarse 

material is very mall compared to the dischage of most streams (Slichter). 

In the case of these Illinois rivers the cause is probably cessation of 

dérainege from the Wisconsin ice sheet. The localities are below the locus 

of coarse outwash deposits. Here the glacial weters had become integrated 

into a single meandering stream unlike the braided complex above where 

active deposition took place.



In the early 1930's no information was availeble which could . 

supply 4 rensonable estimate of the change in volume of Kaskaskia River 

from glacial times to the present. Now the studies of Leopold and 

Maddock supply some ground for such e surmise, The ares has been mapped 

on the Bamsey and St. Elmo quadrangles. ‘The radii of the meanders of 

the present river are about 1/10 mile whereas those shown by the scars 

in the banks of the bluffs average about 7/10 mile, seven times es much, 

Elementary physics shows that the lateral component of force of the river 

due to flowing in a segment of a circle is expressed by the formla, 

mass X velocity 2/ vedius. If we assumed thet both sets of meanders 

reached ecuilibrium with the resistence of the banks we then have two 

problems: (a) how much more resistance did the older bluffs, 40 to nearly 

100 feet high, than the benks of the recent meanders which average about 

10 feet in height? and (b) how did the velocities of the rivers differ? 

fo make an estimate of velocities it is necessary to know the hydraulic 

radius, R, (or mean depth, 4, in feet,) the slope s, of the rivers involved 

in feet per foot, and the nature of the bottom (n). ‘the forma involved is: 

v= 1.5/n H/3 gl/2. fhe slope is the least difficult to estimate. the 

present dey Kaskaskie drops 10 feet in about 57,400 feet distance slong the 

channel making a slope of 1 in 5740 or 1.75 x 10-4 feet per foot. It is 

hard to restore the course of the glacial river for the scers were certainly 

not all made at the same time. A tentative restoration suggests © drop of 

30 feet in 40 miles which is 1 in 7030 or 1.43 x 10-4, Although this is 

reasonable, because a big river has a less slope than a small one, it is 

difficult to tell how much filling occurred on the old floodplain. ‘the 

difference in slope may not be enough. Since the linear dimensions of the 

glacial and modern Kaskaskia bear a ratio of about 7 to 1 it might possibly be
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appears to be about 150 feet so that given similar depth-width rela- 

tions in the glacial river a width of about bd feet is suggested. 

This ratio of 7 to 1 agrees with the radii of meanders and the ratio 

of meander belts. The latter is 0.5 mile for the present and 3.5 

miles for the glacial Kaskaskia. These figures suggest a possible 

change in hydraulic radius of 7 to 1, but since we have no data on 

the present radius the computation of velocity was not carried through, 

The value of n, the roughness of the bottom, may also have changed 

with reduced volume. The average discharge of the Kaskaskia over 

42 years is 1505 cu. ft./sec. Leopold gives a formula for slope 

- g =x Qi/2, whe square root of 1505 is 38.8 where K is a constant 

which he gives - 3.97 x 10-6, Solving the above for K gives a 

value of 5.5, with present slope. Evidently Leopold must have dealt 

with streams with different bed and banks. Using the slope formula 

s=Kk qr, transposition to find Q gives approximately (s/K)2. 

Assuming the value of S for glacial times as 14.3 x 1073 this divided 

by 5.5 x 10-2 = 260. 260 squared gives 67500 cu. ft./sec. for the 

glacial discharge. Taking another empirical formula for width; 

w=a Ql from which Q = (w/a) 2-4, To find g we take the present 

width estimated at 150 feet and present discharge of 1505 cu. ft./sec., 

of which the .41 power is 20.18. From this the value of a is 7.43. 

To compute the glacial discharge we take the glacial width at 1000 

feet which divided by 7.43 gives 134.5. Raising this to the 2.44 power 

gives Q, the discharge, at about 83000 cu. ft. /sec. The two results 

contain many unknowns but will serve to show that the glacial Kaskaskia 

had an average discharge many times greater than the mean flow of the 

present successor. The maximum recorded modern flood discharge is 

over 52000 cu. ft./sec. The glacial Kaskaskia appears to have drained 

about 25 miles of Wisconsin ice front.



assumed that the glacial gradient was of a seventh of the present valve, 

about .25 X 107 feet per foot. This ratio is concluded from the width 

of the present meander belt which is about .5 mile and that of the glacial 

meander belt which is about 3.5 miles which checks with the radii of 

; meanders given above. ‘the present average width of the Kaskaskia is roughly 

135 feet from which a glacial mean width of about 950 feet is deduced, 

The studies of Leopold end Maddock provide a possible basis for 

_  Quenitetive comparison with glacial conditions, These authors find thet 

the dimensions of a stream are power functions of the discharge (Q). Since 

we know the mean discharge (1505 cu. ft/sec) of the Kaskaskia over a 

period of 42 years quantitative estimates may be attempted. The weakest 

point of these empirical equations is the fact that there is a constant, 

the value of which varies greatly in the case of different streams, 

probably reflecting difference in bed and banks. ‘wo equations suggest 

applicability to the present problem. Slope, ¢,7 k Q~-49 where k is a 

constent and Q = discharge in cubic feet per second. This may also be 

written 5 = k/@%. For present day western streams Leopold gives the 

value of K as 3.97 X 10-6 feet per foot. Solving for the modern mean 

discharge of the Kaskaskie,which is 1505 cu. ft/sec., we obtain a value 

of .68 x 1076. It is questionable that this is applicable to glacial 

conditions, because of the difference in nature of the bed and banks. 

Solving the sbove slope equation for quanity of discharge it is 

evident thet Q = (K/s)*. By substituting the values for k at present and 

the minimum value assumed for the slope 8, we find Q = (68 X 10-4 / .25 x 10~4x 2) 

which works out to a little less than 74000 cu. ft/sec, If we use instead 

Leopold's original value of & and the higher estimate of slope of the 

glacial river, the result is 75,600 cu. ft./sec.
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The second equation involves meen width, w, w™ aQ-4l Substituting 

modern values, 135 feet = a x 20.04 or a = 135/ 20.04 = 6,72 Using glacial 

values 950 = 6.72 x Q*41 Solving above for Q, gives @ =(950/6.72) 2 oly 

which is 103000 cu ft./sec. Again the spplicability of the constent, a, \ 

is debatable. 
: 

fhe above methods do not agree very closely but serve to give i 

some sort of an idea of the mean dischargeof the glacial Kaskaskia which A 

drained not over 25 miles of the front of the Wisconsin ice sheet. It is f 

perhaps ait so large as some have imagined for the maximum modern flood j 

was estimated at slightly ebove 52,000 cu. ft./sec. 

A recent paper by Leopold and Wotman cives two othar fortmlas by which 

volume may be estimated. These rolate to lemida, the wave Length of the meanders ; 

whieh da the dietance in feet of complete voversal o¢ direction. Ib nay ye 

| eatinated as 2 pi tines the radius of curvioture, Yormvias are Lomica = qua 

ana lonide = 6.5 1) Here we entimate lamida at 23,2 X 20" fect gor the glacial 

gtrean, Solving the firet equation which wos derived empirically from a lerge 

nunber of observations the mean or “bank-ful|" discharge © = Lemidn”? 36° 

Lamian squared ia 638 X 10° Henoe @ = 520 x 10°J 1296 41000 om ft, por seconds 

@ result out of line with other computations. If we equate the two expressions 

gor wave length we find that 9 = 6.0%.07** / 3 — oictng w at 960 fect the 

memories 2.2 power is 3.214% 10% 6,57/ 36° te ,0926 whieh yields s remit of 

105000 eubie fect per second which is mch @loser to the earlier ostimetes.
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Some Underfit Streams of Central Illinois 

Underfit rivers have floodplain meanders which are mech smaller 

than the meanders cut into the adjacent bluffs. During the course of a 

study of sources of road materials in central Illinois for the Illinois 

State Geological Survey during the years 1929 and 1930, the writer noted 

this phenomenon along both the Kaskaskia and Embarrass rivers. The 

accompanying map was traced from the drainage surveys along Kaskaskia 

River of the Ue Se Geological Survey made from 1908 to 1911. These show 

several striking meander cusps, mainly along the eastern bluffs (Fig. 1), 

which suggest a stream several times the volume of the present river. 

Attention should be directed also to several cases of intercision where 

such meanders cut through spurs and captured tributaries. A good example 

of a large meander wes also noted on Embarrass River just southeast of 

Newton. 

Similar underfit streams have been described by several physiographers. 

Davis thought that the cause was diminution of volume, for it has long been 

recognized that the radius of meanders is related to the discharge of streams. 

Loss of volume has been ascribed either to diversion by stream capture, to 

change of climate, or to seepage into the valley filling. The latter is 

an inadequate explanation because the underflow even in relatively coarse 

material is very small compared to the dischage of most streams (Slichter). 

In the case of these Illinois rivers the cause is probably cessation of 

drainage from the Wisconsin ice sheet. The localities are below the lecus 

of coarse outwash deposits. Here the glacial waters had become integrated 

into a single meandering stream unlike the breided complex above where 

active deposition took pleceo 

. Se
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In the early 1930's no informetion was availeble which could 

supply a reasonable estimate of the change in volume of Kaskaskia River 

from glacial times to the present. Now the studies of Leopold and 

Maddock supply some ground for such a surmise. The area has been mapped 

on the Ramsey and St. Elm quadrangles. The radii of the meanders of 

the present river are about 1/10 mile whereas those shown by the scars 

in the benks of the bluffs average about 7/10 mile, seven times as much 

Elementary physics shows that the lateral component of force of the river 

due to flowing in a segment of a circle is expressed by the formla, 

mass X velocity 2/ radius. If we assumed that both sets of meanders 

reached equilibrium with the resistance of the banks we then have two 

problems: (a) how much more veitstend kta older bluffs, 40 to nearly 

100 feet high, then ‘tne banks of the recent meanders which average about 

10 feet in height? end (bd) how did the velocities of the rivers differ? 

fo make an estimate of velocities it is necessary to know the hydraulic 

radius, FR, (or mean depth, B, in feet,) the slope S, of the rivers involved 

in feet per foot, and the nature of the bottom (n). ‘The forme involved is: 

v= 1.5/n #/3 s1/2, The slope is the least difficult to estimate. ‘The 

present dey Kaskaskia drops 10 fset in about 57,400 feet distence slong the — 

chennel making a slope of 1 in 5740 or 1.75 x 10-4 feet per foot. It is 

hard to restore the course of the glecial river for the scars were certainly 

not all made at the same time, A tentative restoration suggests e drop of 

30 feet in 40 miles which is 1 in 7030 or 1.43 x 10~4, although this is 

reasonable, because a big river has a less slope than e small one, it is 

difficult to tell how much filling occurred on the old floodplain.e ‘The 

difference in slope may not be enough. Since the linear dimensions of the 

glaciel end modern Kaskaskia bear a ratic of about 7 to 1 it might possibly be
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assumed that the glecial gradient was of a seventh of the present valve, 

about 25 X 10~4 feet per foot. This ratio is concluded from the width 

of the present meander belt which is about .5 mile and that of the glacial 

meander belt which is about 3.5 miles whieh checks with the radii of 

meanders given above. ‘the present average width of the Kaskaskia is roughly 

135 feet from which a glecial mean width of about 950 feet is deduced. 

The studies of Leopold and Maddock provide a possible basis for 

quenitative comparison with glaciel conditions. ‘These authors find that 

the dimensions of a stream are power functions of the discharge (Q). Since 

we know the meen discharge (1505 cu. ft/sec) of the Kaskeskia over @ 

period of 42 years quantitative estimates may be attempted. The weakest 

point of these empirical equations is the fect that there is a constant, 

the value of which varies greatly in the case of different streams, 

probably reflecting difference in bed and banks. Two equations suggest 

applicability to the present problem, Siope, 4," k Q-#9 where k is a 

constent and Q = discharge in cubic feet per seconde This may also be 

written S = k/Qhe For present day western streams Leopold gives the 

value of é as 3.97 X 1o~é feet—perfeei. Solving for the modern mean 

discharge of the Kaskaskie,which is 1505 cu. ft/ seCe, we obtain a value 

of .68 x 10°6, It is questionable that this is applicable to glecial 

conditions, because of the difference in nature of the bed and banks. 

Solving the above slope equation for quanity of discharge it is 

evident that Q = (B/s)2. By substituting the values for k et present and 

the minimum value assumed for the slope S, we find Q = (68 X 10~+ / .25 x 10~4x 2) 

which works out to a little less then 74000 cu. ft/sec. If we use instead 

Leopold's original value of k and the higher estimate of slope of the 

glaciel river, the result is 75,600 cue ft./seceo
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The second equation involves mean width, vw, w = aQe4l Substituting 

modern values, 135 feet = a x 20.04 or a = 135/ 20,04 = 6.72 Using gleciel 

values 950 = 6.72 x Qe4l Solving sbove for Q, gives 0 =(950/6.72) 20M 

which is 103000 cu fte/sece Again the applicability of the constent, a» 

is debatable. 

{ The above methods do not egree very closely but serve to give 

some sort of en idea of the mean dischargebf the glacial Keskaskia which 

A drained not over 25 miles of the front of the Wisconsin ice sheet. It is 

/ \ perhaps not so large as some have imagined for the maximum modern flood 

\ was estimated at slightly ebove 52,000 cu. ft./sec. 

| & recent paper by Leopold and Wolman gives two other formulas by which 

| volume may be estimated. These relate to lamida, the wave length of the meanders 

i which is the distance in feet of complete reversal of direction. It may be 

estimated as 2 pi times the radius of curviature, TFormulas are lamida = +36 

and Iamida = 6.5 w 1*? Here we estimate lamida at 25.2 X 10° fect for the glecial 

stream, Solving the first equation which was derived empirically from a large 

number of observations the mean or “bank-full" discharge Q = lamide”f 36° 

| Lamida squared is 538 X 10° Hence Q = 538 x 1067 1296-415000 cu ft. per second, 

\ a result out of line with other computations. If we equate the two expressions 

| for wave length we find that Q = 6.52yw"-? / 36? making w at 950 feet, the 

| mymmexis 2.2 power is 3.214X108 6,5°/ 36” 4s .0525 which yields a rewult of 

\ 105000 cubic feet per second which is much closer to the earlier estimates. 

V/
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When the paragrephg above were_written in the ee no informetion was — : 

available whiyh could supply a estimate of the change in volume of Kaskaskia River . 

from glacial times to the present. Now the studies of Leopold and Maddock BP - | 

Lhe pram rin Asem melted on Ue Pomnwnd ony 
supply some ground for such a surmise. ‘he radii of the meanders of the present 5 

ane a 
river gs about 1/10 mile whergs those shown by the scerlis in the banks of the = nN = 

bluffs average ebout 7/10 etis,1 times as much. “lementary physics shows that the 

lateral component of force of the river due to flowing in e segment of a circle 

is expressed by the formula mass. velocity“/ radius. If we essumed wo doth sete of 

meanders reached equilibrium with the resistanc@ of the banks we then have two problems: 

(e) ow much more resistance did the older bluffs 40 to nearly 100 feet highsxr 

than the benks of the refent meanders which average about 10 feet in heigth? 

and (b) how did the velocities of the rivers differ: To make en estimete of 7 
(9 Prete, AY ) 

velocities it is necessary to i hydraulic redius ahd, the slope of the 

rivere Seles The formul® involved is v = 1.5/n R\ 2/3} \1/7/ 

The slope is the lese difficult to estimate. The present day Kaskaskia drops 10 feet 

in about 47000 feet distance along the channel making a s_lope of 1 in 4700 or 
ziIS ¥ lo-7 Cowmn Cab hk 

V 8-698 It is herd to restore the, glacial river for the ecars were certainly not 
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all made at the seme time. A tentative resoration suggests drop of 30 feet in 40 
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miles which is 1 in 7030 or s000i43 This is quatitetivety right because a whee river : 

has a less slope but it is difficult to tell about filling of the old floodplain f 

The present a¥erage width of the KaskaskiQ€appears to be about 150 feet so that 

given similar depth-width relations in the glacial river q width of about 1000 

feet is suggested. This ratio of 7 to 1 agrees with th€redii of meanders and the 

ratio of meander belts. The latter is 0.5 mile for the present and 3.5 miles for the 

glacial Kaskaskia. These figures suggest Wranee in hydraulic radius of 7 to 1 

but since we have no data on the present redius the computation of velocity 

wes not carried through. The ve_iue of n ene roughness of the Serine may also heve 

chenged with reduced volume. The everage discharge of the Kaskaskia over 42 years is 

y) +) in 1505 cu. ft./sec. Keioikd gives a formula for slope S= K ee S squere root 
4 -1y 97 OT 
f 1505 is 38.8 where K 2s constant. which he fe as 0217 Solving the above Tor K 

2 ’ = 8 Sr6GX 10~ —BHO, ae 
’ gives however a value of ansy BSohee with present slope. Evidently Leopolg must
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Rare we 
Lesage dealt} with streems s# different bed and banks. Using the slope formula 

a 
S$ =K 49, transposition to find Q gives gpproximately(S/K)2 Assuning the 

value of § for glacial times as 14.3 x ows) this divided by 5.5 x 102/ = 260 

260 squared gives 67500 cu ft./sec for the glacial discharge - 

Taking another empirical formula for width) w =a @an/ from which Q =(w/fahenae / 

To find e we take the present width estimated et 150 feet and present discharge of 

ee the .41 power is 20.18 7-43 
1505 cu ee, From this the value of a is 2@%%8 To compute the glacial discharge 

we take the glacial width at 1000 feet which divided by 7.43 gives 134.5 

¢ 2 about 
Raising this to the 2.44 power gives < dis ohare, oe cu ft./sec. 

The two results contain many unknows but will serve to show that the & glacial 
average A spasm dl) A) ow 

: Kaskaskia had andischarge many times greater than ARG, present shrunken = __ OS. 

Tro fie Pratime Atrorwlod A Coed dina 0 rear $2,000 we | Siac) 
successore The glaciel Kaskaskia appears to have drained fabout ZS miles ofvice front. 
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Dimensions and competence of running water. Supplement I, 1953, p. 1 

Introduction. Three papers have appeared on the subject of running water 
which appear to show marked progress in understanding of some problems. Two 
of these not only clarify some of the basic points of the physics of streams but : 
also point the way to solution of many important problems of sediment transport. 
The third, deals with particle size distribution on an alluvial fan. 

Discharge of streams. The fundmental quantity measured by hydraulic 

engineers is the discharge of streams, To find this figure they first discover 

a suitable cross section of the channel. This is subdivided into segments of 

known dimensions, then the average velocity of flow is found in each segment 
giving its discharge and the fizal sum of the segments is the Discharge (Q) = 
average width of channel (w) X average depth (¢), X average velocity, (¢) or 

' Q = wedev. British engineering units are employed, cubic feet per second, and 
feet. Since the discharge of all rivers varies constantly it is necessary to 
connect each actual measurment to the gaége reading of water level in the river 
at that time. Most discharge determinations are read from a curve (Fig. 1) 
which indicates this relationship. Next a curve (Fig. 2) mst be prepared which 
shows the percent of days that any given discharge is equalled or exceeded. The 
mean discharge is also computed as the aritmetical average of all recorded daily 
discharges. This quantity is generally larger than the median discharge which 
is equalled or exceeded exactly 50% of the time. 

Piz. 1 Fig. 2 
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Inter-relations of quanities. Platting on log~log paper demonstrates, 
as shown in Fig. 3, that w, d, and v are simple power functions gf Q, fhe a 
Pee In mathematical expressions Q = wiv = aQ x cQ’ x kQ = 

ackq' a From this it is evident that the sum of the exponents of Q@ mst be 

unity and the product of the numberical constants mst be the same. An average 
of 20 river sections studied gave b = 0.26, f = 0.40; m = 0634 but the values of 
the constants varies much more widely than do the exponentss Evidently the 

values are related to the materials of the stream beds and possible to other 

factors. The limits of variation are unknown. Depth increases with discharge 
faster than does width. 

Tie. 3 

1000 ft a2 anenecor eee eee 
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| ee _ 
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Kelations of width, depth and velocity to discharge as plotted on log-log 
paper. Scatter of points not shown. 
Downstream variations in channel shape. In computing the relations of 

dimensions of stream channels in a downstream direction it is evident that ali 
comparisons must be made for a specified discharge at every station. Most of the 
log~log plats were made for mean annual discharge which occurs or is exceeded un 
the average about one day in every four. In almost all rivers discharge increases 
downstream. Some were made for flows which occur less frequently.
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Despite the expectable "scatter" of points when platted, there is a remarkable 
agreement in results. Using the notation above, w > ar, d= eq, and v = kQ™, 

the average values are b= ¢.5, f = 0.4, and m* 0.1 This shows that for increase 

in discharge downstream all quantities including velocity increase. Increase in 

velocity is least and this quantity may be almost constant in some streams. Even 
in the headgquaters however, the conclusion is demonstrable. It is contrary ‘io 
what nearly everyone formerly thought and hence demands some explaination. ‘'s 
60 this we will restate Mannings i yelocity of a stream with turbuien’ 
flow: mean velocity (v) ft/see = 1.5 4 SF tépamnekons ta Sunt) see tk 

‘ roughness (n) 

for wide stream mean depth (ad) replaces hydraulic radius (R or cross section 
area divided by width.) From this it may be seen that most geomorphologists 

have ignored both depth of water and roughness of the bed. Together these 
overcompensate for the fact seen in the field that slope of the water surface 
almost everywhere decreases downstream. Slope (s) in feet per foot = 0.021Q9- 0.49 
on the average. veh 

Sediment transport. Streams carry sediment in two ways, (a) as bed load 
or bed—material, and (dD) as in suspension or wash load. The two may change in 
proportion with alterations of the stream so that what is suspended at one time 
may be a portion of the bed and vice versa. The mathematical relations of the
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two are only vaguely known for there is at present no accurate method of 
determining transport of material on a stream bottom. Any mechanical device to 

catch such load introduces changes in the currents which render the results 

valuelesse Suspended load can be and is being measured at a mumber of localities. 

Possibly data on the filling of reservoirs may eventually supply some of the 
missing information. The following discussion is almost wholly on suspended 

load. 

Suspended load. Platting of the weight of suspended load in given time 

against discharge of a stream shows at once (Fig. 5) that, despite scattering 
of points, the amount of sediment increases with discharge as a power function witi 

with an exponent between 2 and 3, thus demonstrating an increase in more than 
direct proportion to discharge. 

Fig. 5 
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The cause of this rapid increase is kmown only in general terms. Factors are: 

(a) infiltration rate and storage of rain in puddles is greatest at start of a 

rain, (bd) raindrop erosion increases with wetting of soil, (c) long duration of 

vainfall increases depth of and erosion by sheet wash, (ad) increase in velocity 

of large streams enhances both scour of bottom and undercutting of banks, (e) 

changes in channel shape during a flood are caused by the suspended load, and 

(£) suspended sediment concentration may be considered as an independent 

variable on which both velocity and depth depend. Despite the known alteration 

of banks ty floods, the conclusion of Leopold and Maddock is "that the observed 

increase i. sediment concentration results primarily from erosion of the water- 

shed rather than from scour of the bed of the main stream in the reach where the 

measurment is made." They found that there are not enough observations to 

permit of direct conclusions on changes in concentration downstream.
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It appears to be slight so far as kmown for it is observed that increase in 
sediment with increase of drainage area is less for large basins than for small. 

It is possible to present a graph such as Fige 6 showing the relations of width, 
depth and velocity to total suspended sediment load. 

Width, feet Fig. 6 
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Suspended sediment load, tons/day 
Widths and depths in feet. Velocity in feet/second 

General conclusions. (1) If discharge and width are constant increase 
in velocity means increase in total suspended sediment and a decrease in depth. 

(2) With velocity constant, increase in width decreases both the suspended 
sediment load and depth. (3) Both decreasing width with constant velocity and 
iancreasing velocity at constant width increase capacity for suspended load at 
constant discharge. (4) A wide river carries less suspended load than a narrow 

river with the same velocity and discharge. (5) Two rivers of equal width and 
discharge load of suspended solids is larger in that having the higher velocity. 
Suspended sediment transport with variable discharge. Due to fact that Q = wdv 
the sum of the exponents byf+¢m must be unity as explained above. Hence if 
two of these exponents are known the third can be computed and from this fact 
some deductions may be made. First we draw Fig. 7 showing relation of suspended 
scliment to velocity, width, and discharge. 
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Suspended sedixmant load, tons/day ; : 
Solid inclined lines show velocity at top. Solid lines are for Q@ = 2000 

cu.ft/sec.; dashed lines toward left are for 500 cu.ft./sec.
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Yrom this it is possible to draw curves showing values of j, the exponent of Q 
ror suspended sediment, in terms of both b, and the ratio of m to f. The retio 

between increase of velocity with discharge and increase of depth with discharge 

is, therefore, related to amount of suspended sediment. For the average cross 
section of a river n/f is 0.85, b = 0,26, and j = 2.3 This is in line with the 
statement that sediment concentration should decrease slightly downstream. (Fig. 8° 
Somparisons of different river cross sections indicate that; suspended sediment 
wad varies: (1) directly with as a function of velocity, (2) directly as a 
*unction of depth, (3) inversely as a function of width, (4) as a large power cf 
velocity, and (5) as small powers of depth and width,
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Fig. 9 summarizes the information by showing the comparative changes at a 
station and downstream by giving the proper slopes of the lines which display 

the values of the exponents of discharge in log-log platting. We may say that 

for given width and discharge increase in suspended sediment requires increase 
in velocity and reduction in depth. The quantities involved are adjusted to the 
nature of the drainage basin so that they are independent of the channel system.
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Bed load. Since there is little information of bed load transport in natural 

streams recourse must be had to the experiments of Gilbert in wooden troughs 
here restated in the Ci Gs S. system. Fig. 10 shows at once that the relation of 

the lines of equal velocity is exactly opposite to those of Figs 6 for suspended 

sediment. Data are given for two different discharges both with same kind of 

sand. Tentative conclusions are: (1) with constant discharge and width increased 

velocity increases both bed load and suspended sediment, (2) with constant 
velocity and discharge increase of width decreases suspended load and increases 
bed load, (3) broad shallow channels are needed to transport a large bed load. 

Fig. 10 
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Crauges of channel form. At some gaging stations measurments have been 
wade ot changes in channel form during f.oods. Some places at the start of a 

*lood, when concentration of suspended sediment is high, display a rise in le’el 

vf the bottom. This is followed, when scdiment decreases, by scour and lowering 
uf the beds Obviously the latter causes a lower velocity when less velocity is 

vezded for transport. At other places erosion begins at once with the rise «f jis- 
charge with high sediment concentration and latcr filling takes place during 11 

of water level. It has been noted that the spring floods of melted snow ia 
western rivers lower river beds whereas later season floods due to rain resuls in 
fille Filling often occurs during times of increasing velocity. 

Roughness of channel. At constant width and discharge it is obvious tiat 
the product of v. d must be constant. Hence any increase in velocity requires 

a decrease in depth. From the usual velocity formula it is evident that for 

any increase in velocity and decrease in depth the factor (SS) mast increase. 
i 

The two equations: qd = egt and v = kQ™ make it possible to set up peed et 

KM = 1.5 (oof )2/3 gz/n where the constants c and K vary. Hence Q™ : Q°/3°"(s3/n) 
Where S and n are constant with discharge then m= 2/3 f or m/f= 2/3 From this 
it follows that if S/n increases with discharge m/f is more than 2/3 and when 
this ratio decreases with discharge then m/f is less than 2/3. Now at a given 

_ Statien the averace ratio of m/f is 0,85 whereas downstream this is only 0.25
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From this it appears that Bin increases with discharge at a given station and 

decreases downstream. It has also been observed that in the downstream direction 
roughness (n) remains about constant so that slope mist decrease to preserve the 

above relations. Observation has also disclosed that an increase in suspended 
load decreases channel resistance and hence increases velocity. Possibly this 
is really related to decreasing turbulence. Increased values of sediment con- . 
centration are associated with decreased values of n» At a given station, however, 

the slope does not change very mich so that the alteration of n mst be considerabl 
with change in concentration of sediment. Changes in velocity-depth relations 
might be attributed to change in sediment concentration where an increase 

iminishes the roughness, n, of the bottom. A check consists of the behavior of 
‘olorado River after the completion of Boulder (Hoover) Dam which caught much of 
voe sediment leaving clear water below. This is the same as a lake in the course 
of a rivor. alterations below the dam consist of (1) increase in depth in spite 
of a lowering of surface elevation, (2) decrease in width due to reduction of 
“icod volume, (3) decrease in mean velocity, (4) increase in roughness of 
vottom, apparently a result not of change in type of material but of decrease in 
suspended load, (5) reduction of bed load in the narrowed channel, (6) increase 
in capacity fcr suspended load due to change in velocity and discharge, (7) no 
appreciable change in slope. 

Factors of channel roughness. Channel roughness is due to (1) particic 

size, (2) bed configuration, and (3) sediment load. It is commonly observed 
that the material of most stream beds diminishes in size of particles downstreem 
although from this it does not necessarily follow that decrease in slope is 

divectly attributable to this phenomenon. Waves and ripples on the stream bed 
ace very important factors in roughness, although they are not permanent. 

‘nereased bed roughness decreases velocity in respect to depth hence affecting the 
~wpacity for loads These waves or ripples vary in nature with different kinds 
oxy sedinente They pass with increasing discharge from smooth bottom throug! 
svecessive forms into antidunes which travel upstream. For fixed slope an 
S.scharge decreased particle size tends to increase roughness. Bottom material 

i¢ most important in the headwaters of streams where the bed consists of bovllers, 
cobbles, and pebbles. Under this condition, downstream decrease in size o- 

narbicles Geezeases roughness. The Powder River, Wyoming, has a value of 1 ou 

gravel. cf .087 which falls to .017 on silt farther downstream. However, in other 

-treams the velue of n is about the same downstream despite marked differencas 

ua nature of bottom. There it must be that bottom configuration is dominan’. 
‘i. summary, it is clear that slope is the dependent factor which the streain i: 
cble to change. As noted above it is common to find at a given station thsi 
suspended load of streams increases rapidly with discharge. This requires a 

*clatively rapid increase in velocity compared to depth, that is a high vaiu- 

vf m/f. Such is accomplished primarily be an increase in the value of n which 
-¢ related to increase in concentration of suspended load. However, in a down- 
stream direction load does not keep pace with discharge and the concentrat? on 
of suspended sediment decreases slightly. To do this depth must increase with 
discharge faster than does velocity so that the n/f ratio must be lowe Hence 

a#/n mast decrease downstream. With roughness about constant this can be dine 

ouly by decreasing the slope. 

Graded streams. By definition a graded stream can over a period of time 
just transport the amount of sediment furnished it. Engineers have constructed 

many irrigation canals which do exactly this, thet is they neither erode ror silt 

ape Some rules were derived by experiment which used perimeter, P, instead of
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width and hydraulic radius, R, instead of mean depth, A sediment factor, F, , , 
is also introduced. The basic equations are! P = 2.67 Qe and Vnean,= 1.15FeRe, 
Note that in the studies of Leopold and Maddock they found that w= aQz ae 
(downs }zeam), By combining te relations d = ct and v = kQ™ we find that 

(a/c) = -(v/k)l/™ or yia™/f, In natural streams this ratio of m to f 
downstream is only 1/4 whereas in the canals it was 1/22 But we mst recall that 

canals for irrigation are not like streams because they loose discharge 

downstream as it is dispersed into laterals, They can have no change in 

suspended sediment concentration hence the value of j cannot be above 1.0. 

if b= .5 and j = 1.0 this means that m/f would be 6.43 or not far from that 

value already given. This suggests that j mst in practice be less than 1, 
» summary, Maddock and Leopold conclude that with available data it is not 

possible to discriminate graded from ungraded sections of a river, 

Longitudinal profile of rivers. It has long been assumed that the profile 
of a river bed is directly related to the maximum particle size of sediment in 
1s bed. It has also been assumed that wear of the load results in a downstream 
reduction of size of particles. The latter can be checked in the field, although 

14 is hard to distinguish material derived from tributaries and cut banks.an’ not 
trought far downstream. Now if the velocity of flow really increases downsirean 
iow can competence of the current be the controlling factor of river profiles* 

Some have dezived equations to substantiate this assumption but the issue is 
confused by several phenomena, (1) Decrease of particle size increases rovyurec¢ 
by promoting ripples; (2) roughness is also related to concentration of susperded 

sediment and, (3) in practice roughness does not vary much downstream. Henes <> 

“reserve the required velocity-depth relations to transport the load the slope of 

- anormal stream must decrease downstream. Leopold gives the empirical equa‘icn 
ijat slope, 5 = 6.02] Qr0.49, that is slope is approximately inverse to the sousre 

Boe % eT. 
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root of discharge, We cannot, however, construct a longitudinal profile of a 

river from this without knowing how the discharge varies in a downstream 

direction, This is commonly in direct proportion to drainage area not to 

distance along the channel,
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Vertical velocity distribution. It has long been known that in rivers which 
are relatively wide in proportion to depth, that is where the banks are readily 
erodable, the vertical distribution of velocity is approximately vroportional to 
the logarithm of distance from the bottom, z.- Such being the case the rate of 
increase of velocity with respect to distance from the bed is inverse (see any 
text book of Calculus). Now this rate of change in velocity upward from the bed 
determines the shear or rate of energy transfor from the stream to the bottom. 
Since in most streams depth increases downstream as a power function of discharge 
the slope of the line representing rate of velocity (dv/d2) change near to the 
bea must decrease with increase in total depth. 

: Fig. 12 —_——_——. 
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‘nother factor is that total force on the bed is proportional to depth times 

sinze. &s brought out above, depth incroases on the average at the 4/10th 
po:cr of discharge whereas slope decreases at approximately the square root v:. 
‘bat quantity. Hence the product DS must decrease slowly downstream at about ‘he 
riiovs 1/10th power of discharge. 

Summary, Although the old idea that river slopes are directly rolatcd 4: 
velocity which decreases downstream thus decreasing competence must be abando:-i, 

2 is clear that there is a downstroam decreaso in comvetence. The details o 
Just how this comes about are not simple. The verticel velocity profile and 
shoer on the bed are interreleted end devend not only on mean velocity but als 

on cepth, and on roughness of bottom. This shear also affects the intensity o° 
turbulence which is necessary to keep material off the bed. Downstream decroas«, 
ix voughness may diminish both shear and turbulence desvite increase in mean 
velocity. Leopold lists the variables which enter into this problem: discharge, 
width, depth, velocity, slope, roughness, load, and size of particles in trans i. 
‘these constitute eight simultaneous equations whose solution is at present in-- 

pyessible. Of them only the flow equation (Q=wdv) and Mannings formula for vo..o— 
city are accepted by common use. The others comprise relation of load to neture 
of basin, rate of perticle size chenge downstrean, widthedepth ration in ree 
lation to nature of the bed and banks, change in value of n, the roughness fac- 
tor, with depth, material, discherge, and slope, and relation of n to sedimont 

: concentration. The interdependence of these factors is evident and it is clear 
that the stream is capable of adjusting its slope to fit the requirements of 
the others. The cross section of a stream is adjusted so as to equalize shear 
on both bed and benks. The form of the bed cen be changed so as to alter rough— 
ness, All of these factors are rmch more complex than we were led to believe
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by the pioneer students of geomorphology who did not employ quanitative methods 
even if they were correct in generel principle. 

Change of verticle size downstream. As explained above it is generally 
impracticable to measure the downstream reduction of size of particles trans— 
ported by a river. On alluviel fens, however, ell the debris is derived above 

the apex and reasonable success has been attained in comparing the maximum par-— 
sigie size with distance from the source. An article by Blissenbach based on 
vans in Arizona shows (Fig. 13) that despite considerable scatter a definite 
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vaietionsnip dozs hold. From the known fact that diameter of pebbles is reia ved 
vo the sgvare of velocity of transporting water it could then be concluded that 

sho retio of meen depth (or hydraulic radius) to bottom roughness must renai:. 

vo.sonably constant. On alluvial fans this might be exnected for all the waie. 
= Jorive: fron the head so thet the individual streems on the fan do not vary 

> iy in size despite some loss by evaporation and perhaps by seevage. Rough. 
ts is, which shoud decrease with smaller p=rticles downward on the fan, could 

tc vaintained oy more ripoles in the bed on lower slopes. The log-log. platt1:2 
‘..4ng slope as directly proportion to degrees neesured) of the diagrams pub 
“4caed show thet slope is epnroximetely inverse to the square root of horizontai 
distance from apex. Fall mst, therefore (sce integral calculus) be in propor- 
tion to the squere root of distance from apex. The seme vaper also presents 
seve data on relationship of meximum particle size to angle of slope (on stecper 
sicpe the derrees do not correspond Circetly to the technical definition of 
slope which is tengent of the angle) whic seom to confirm the determination: 
cf Beir in South Africa. In the case of the Black Hills terrace grevels there 

is rough agreenent of slope to logarithm of geometric mean size of stones, All 
of the above deta is inconclusive for no attention has been paid to mean parti- 
cle size of entire deposit and it is known thet there is much finer material 
along with these maximum particles. Ona table does the averrge or medium size 

control the coefficient of friction? £5 a
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Papers on Work of Running Water 

Dury, G. H., Contribution to a general theory of meandering valleys: Am. Jour. 
Sci. 252: 193-224, 1954. 

The paper by Dury of the University of London, England, takes up the 
long-disputed ideas on underfit or misfit rivers where there are two sizes 
of meanders, one of the valley and the other on a valley filling. One of 
the most important lines of the new approach was the study of the valley fills 
along a number of river in the south of England by means ofauger borings to 

_ bed rock. 

Older theories. Dury promptly discards the long-disproved hypothesis of 
a lessened volume by reason of headwater diversion, disappearance of glacial 

meltwater, diversion to underflow, erosion of the larger curves during flood 

stages, and influence of different formations of bed rock during downcutting. 
All of these are plainly inapplicable to the streams which he studied. He 
also briefly dismisses Wright's idea that the meanders of rock-bound streams 

grow much larger than those in alluvial deposits, as well as Bates' suggestion 

of a change of meander size due to aggradation of a valley. 

: Description. Meanders are carefully described. The "deeps" at the outside 
of bends are called swales, the shallows maintain the usual name of grossings, 

and the depositional features inside the curves are termed scrolls. # is ad- 
mitted that meanders may be initiated on quite steep slopes and hence are not 

"everywhere the result of a low stream velocity. The author's conclusion is 
that "if a straight- channel becomes more sinuous, the hydraulic radius and mean 
velocity increase, while the wetted perimeter is reduced. Thus a deeper channel 
with more stable banks can be maintained and a more efficient runoff occur than 
with a straight course." The fact that meanders maintain themselves is thus 
explained despite the fact that in weak rocks the entrenched meanders which 
survive in firmer rocks are missing. 

Formulas. Next,meanders are considered in relation to stream size. The 
variables considered include width, W, depth, D, wetted perimeter P, (all in feet) ; 

slope S, catchment area M, in m¢, width of meander belt M,. and meander wave length 
+ (both in feet) velocity V, and discharge, © (in ft3/sec), On the authority 
ot others Dury presents several empirical formulas to relate My and My to W. 
Mp is from 14 to 17.38 times W and M is 6.06 W. The relation to discharge is 6 
My = 84.7 Q2,P = 2.67 Q2. W can also be approximated by the formula W = Beta (CRM*”) 
where R is the annual runoff in inches,M, the catchment area is in m2, and 

C the runoff coefficient. Beta varies from 0.3 to 0.375. Dury had not seen 
Leopold and Maddock's work on the mathematical relation of W, D, and V to Q. 
They found that W = constant .9°41. It may well be doubted that any of these 
equations give due weight to the nature of bottom and banks of a stream in 
regulating its width in relation to Q. No mention is made either of the in- 

: accurate maps used by some of these investigators, or the fact that some were
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working with irrigation canals. Full data are tabulated for 6 streams and 
9 localities. These include m, R. C, W. observed and computed, P observed and 
computed, width of filled channel Wy, its ratio to _— of the present chan- 

nel, Q at present from the formula g's (P/2.67)* in ft?/sec, and last rain- 
fall intensity, ,necessary to fill the larger channel, The last is derived 
from a "rational formula" where Q,,, = 640 CiM where i is rainfall in inches 
per hour and other quantities are Ziven above. Hence i = Sua /640 M. Dury 
concludes that an annual rainfall of 300 to 400 inches woul be needed to fill 

the buried channels, with i equal to .20 to .33 inches ner hour, The result 

could have been obtained if rainfall intensities, which now occur rather 
seldom, were once much more common. 300 inches per year could fall in 900 
hours at a rate of .35 inches per hour. 

Discussion. Dury concluded that the change in size of meanders is due 

primarily to a reduction in annual rainfall since the Pleistocene. He states 
that it is very difficult to compute radii of curviture which may account for 

neglect of the force directed against the outer bank due to a curved course, 
As all text books of physics demonstrate acceleration is proportional to ve/r 
where r is the radius of curviture at the point under consideration, Since 
the formula is for acceleration, if force is desired the mass of water in the 
river which affects the outer bank must be considered. Since this is the lo- 
cation of greatest depth and highest turbulence, it is evident that the entire 
mass passing in unit time, Q,must be considered. However, it is clear that 

the force against the outer bank is only the lateral component of the total 
energy of the stream. In estimating this comnonent rate of curvature must be 
considered. The formula gives this for it shows the portion of total kinetic 
energy which is necessary to keep the water flowing in a curved path, From 

the formula it is also evident that the inverse relation of force to radius 
is a factor which must limit the size of meanders at the point where resis— 
tance of the bank to erosion equals force directed against it. Another self- 

limiting factor is the obvious fact that meandering increases the length of 

a stream which at the same time decreases its slone. Now, other things being 

egual, velocity of a stream is related to square root of slope. Hence for 
Vv" we can substitute S and obtain the final result that force against outer 

bank is proportioned to slope divided by radius of the curve, multiplied by 
the mass of water passing unit length of bank in unit time. Although 

we have definitely shown that meanders themcelves limit their size and that 

only big rivers can make big meanders we are met with an apparent contradiction, 
How is it that entrenched meanders which cut into bed rock are so much bigger 

than floodplain meanders in relatively soft material? Before we can answer 
this we must first consider three problems. First, what caused the denosition 
of the alluvial fill in a former rock-bound stream valley; second, what deter- 

mines the wave length of meanders; and third, what effect does change in bank 
material have upon dimensions of the channel with the same discharge. 

Causes of valley filling. Most text books ascribe the widening of a 
valley to lateral erosion of the stream when it has reached grade. If this 

were true, the thickness of the alluvial fill should be small and streams with 
entrenched meanders should develop wide flood plains. This condition does 
exist in some places; but in most parts of the world, valley filling is due to 

a change in level of the outlet of a stream. This change may arise (a) from 

change in sea level, (b) filling of an enclosed basin, (c) deposition of 
glacio-fluvial or other stream deposits at the outlet, or (d) lengthening of 
a stream by delta building . A change of climate is possible, as it also 
earth movement, both of which can affect the sone of a stream. In all of the 
cases outlined above,the slope of the stream is necessarily changed. The
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Kickapoo River, Wisconsin, studied by Bates, had its outlet into Wisconsin 

River raised more than 150 feet by glacial outwash. Rivers of the Atlantic 

Coastal Plain and the British Isles all show drownding. Many rivers which 

flow into the Great Lakes show a similar feature due to tilting of the region 

which caused a rise in lake level. Thus,without any necessary change in 

runoff, the slope of the valley floor is changed. Streams aggrade, or degrade, 

their courses until a stable condition is reached in sediment transportation. 
Streams like the Kickapoo had a complex Pleistocene history. The aggraded to 

meet the nonding of the outlet by glacial outwash, then eroded when glacial 
meltwaters removed a vart of this fill and are now aggrading apparently due 
to the increased sunnly of sediment since cultivation of the surrounding hills. 

Streams of the Great Plains which display terraces have undergone a complex 

combination of climatic changes, and tilting of the land. It is clear, there- 
fore, that we must not ascribe all changes of stream slope to climatic change 
alone. 

Wave length of meanders. We can consider meanders like the phenomena of 
a ball rolling down a flat-bottomed trough. If the ball is started straight, 

it may roll the entire léngth of the trough without ever striking the sides. 

The higher the velocity, the more likely this is to hapven. But if the motion 
has a lateral component, collison is inevitable. On this happening the ball is 

reflected across, strikes the other side, is again reflected and so on. The 
angles of incidence and reflection alone affect the distance between collisions 
with the sides, the wave length. A stream behaves in much the same way except 
that it cannot be reflected as sharply. The wider the stream the harder it is 
to turn it. Another similie is the vibration set up in a hanging rope when 

struck which forms stationary waves. Hence it is easy to understand the effort 

of Nemenyi to liken meandering to some form of wave motion or rhythm. In nature, 
however, variation in material of the banks plus effect of tributaries make it 

difficult to determine a wave length. In the Vicksburg experiments Friedkin 
does not report it but used instead, length of bends from one shoal to the next 

and width of the bends, distance between line tangent to bends and parallel to 
axis of stream. The first comes closer to wave length. 

Effect of bank material on channel dimensions. The quantitative results 
reported by Leopold and Maddock were derived from about 20 rivers in Western 
United States and hance do not represent all conditions. In Mississippi River 

it has long been noted that the finer and more compact the bank material the 
straighter and deeper the channel. On the other hand the Vicksburg experiments 
demonstrated that very soft erodible banks do not permit the formation of any 
meanders but result in a braided course. In Dury's examples there is everywhere 
a wide difference between observed channel dimensions and those computed from the 

formulas used. From this it is clear that none of the formulas can be relied upon 
except with the bank materials where they were derived. It is also evident that 

bank material has a profound influence upon meander size. 

Vicksburg experiments. The experiments with model streams at the Vicksburg 
laboratory reported by Friedkin are almost the only ones with controlled conditions. 
Friedkin reports the following: 

a) Length of bends is in direct proportion to discharge. 

b) Width of bends increases at less than direct proportion with increase 
of discharge.
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c) When slope was altered with discharge constant length of bends was almost 
in direct proportion to slope. 

a) Under condition of(c) width of bends increases at less than direct pro- 
portion to slope. 

e) The initial angle of attack, where the stream was deflected, is inverse 
to length of bends. This is exactly the same as with the ball rolling 
down an open trough. : 

f) Considering width of bends, the angle of attack is almost in direct pro- 
portion. 

g) Turning to increase in length of the stream compared to original airline 
distance (sinuosity), the increase is almost in direct proportion to dis- 

charge. 

h) Sinuosity increases at much less than direct proportion to slope. 

i) In a meandering river shoaling or deepening takes place at any given 
spot depending on the relation of sand entering the area to the ability 
of the stream to carry such sediment. 

j) The slope of a river is changed with change in level of its bed to bring 
about an adjustment between bank erosion and rate of sand movement. 

k) Shape of the cross section of a channel is changed by the erodibility of 
the banks; the original form makes no difference to that fixed by flow, 
banks, slope, and alignment; slope is changed by cross section of channel, 

1) There are three interrelated variables: discharge and channel form which 

regulate sand transport, amount of sand to be moved, and rate of bank 

erosion. No set formulas are possible. Stability involves a wide shallow 
stream which neither erodes its banks nor forms meanders. 

m) The only reason an alluvial river does not erode it bed is the load of 
sand which it is carrying. 

n) Although bank erosion causes the outside of a bend to be eroded back 

deposition builds up the inside of each curve thus reducing the channel 
area with sand eroded from the bend above. Width remains fairly constant. 

o) What limits the size of bends is the formation of chutes across the points 
; en the insides of the curves, Chutes form when a bend becomes too sharp 

and when the alignment upstream changes the direction of the current. 

p) Variability of material on the floodplain, which is common in nature, 
disturbs regular growth of meanders producing dissimilar bends. 

a) Meanders normally move downstream (sweep) and natural cutoffs across 
the neck only occur when a downstream meander is slowed up by variation 

of material, 

r) Braided streams are often called "overloaded" and occur with steep slopes. 
The tests showed the primary cause is very soft bank material.
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Three types of valleys can be distinguished: (1) resistant banks = deep 

narrow channel with low slope. (2) slowly eroding banks = meandering, fairly 

deep channel with fairly low slope. (3) easily eroded banks = stream with 
fairly steep slope and shallow meandering channel,. (4) extremely soft banks = 
braided stream with extremely high slope. Intermediate between (3) and (4) is 
a stream with any straight shallow wide reaches, islands and bars, 

Applying the above to the Mississippi Valley one begins with the last allu. 

viation probably associated with postglacial or lateglacial rise of sea level. 
Deposition took place until the stream was able to carry its load, Sediments 

decrease in particle size downstream. Subsequent development follows the above 
laws. A secondary reason for the downstream decrease in slope is that less 
velocity is required to transport the finer sediments (See Leopold and Maddock, 
"Dimension and competence of running water"), The easy erodibility of the 
sediments in the upper part of the valley is counteracted by the wide shallow 
bed of the river so that neander ing ig no more rapid than below, We must re— 
member that natural rivers do have constant discharge. Adjustment to bank 

conditions is never complete.’ 

Entrenched meanderg. With meandering valleys the problem arises as to 

whether the curves follow directly those acquired on @ former floodplain or 
whether they have grown larger during downcutting. The latter are what Rich 
termed ingrown meanders, Leaving this question aside, it is evident that with 

meandering valleys we must in general have a stream bottom which is gravelly or 
sandy with abundant rock outcrops. Although such bends do migrate downstream 

more rapidly in soft than in resistant formations, it is clear that downward 
erosion occured so rapidly that no floodplain originated. Cutoffs and chutes 
could not be formed, although some cutoffs through caves are reported in the 
Ozarks. Very much elongated bends are common and it has long been observed 

that the ratio betweeen width of bends and width of channel is much higher than 

is the case on floodplains. The gravelly nature of much of the bottom means 
less easy erosion so that it may be presumed that the cross section of the streams 
during erosion was on the whole much deeper in proportion to width than is the 
case in soft sandy alluvium. It is also safe to assume that the slope during 

erosion was considerably more than on floodplains since more and coarser load 
was being transported. 

Floodplain meanders. Floodplain meanders after the filling of a meandering 
valley with relatively soft alluvial deposits presented an entirely different 
problem to the stream, The slope was also decreased over much of its length, 
Following the laws discovered, above the bends should then be smaller and the 
stream channel wider and shallower, the latter counteracting to some extent the 
softer material of the banks. Shortening by chutes and cutoffs could occur 

readily. Shallow wide reaches should be more abundant. 

Conclusion. With the above listed changes in controls other than a decrease 
in average discharge it is evident that Dury's conclusion of a climatic change 

should not be regarded as established beyond doubt. 
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Frey, J. C., and Leonard, A, R., Some problems of alluvial terrace mapning3 

Am, Jour. Sci., 252: 242-251, 1954. 

In a paper by Frey and Leonard, some of the practical problems of terrace 

correlation are discussed. Errors include mistaking a rock terrace for a de-— 
postional feature, mistaking a colluvial wash deposit from the valley wall for 

a terrace of material brought down the stream, concealment of a high terrace 
by toess, and confusion of terraces with flanking pediments, The effect of a 

resistant bedrock formation on the grade both of stream and terraces ,is also 
pointed out. Dissection of old terracés by stream valleys makes it difficult 

to discriminate between vost-terrace erosion and origin»l surface irregularities 
due to stream work, Miscorrelation of terraces along the stream valley is made 

possible by these chances of error. 

Gilbert, G. K,, The transportation of debris by running water: U. S. Geol. 
Survey Prof. Paper 86, 1914. 

Introduction. Gilbert commenced his studies of movement of material by 
running water in a purely qualitative manner, When he began a study of the 

movement of the debris from hydraulic mining in California mines the need for 
quantitative knowledge became apparent and a study was begun at the University 

of California in Berkeley. The experiments, which almost all used straight 
wooden troughs, failled to discover a simple law but nevertheless are the most 

elaborate ever carried out. When sand is added to water flowing in a trough, 

it builds up the bottom until the slope is adjusted to that needed to transport
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the load, If the rate of feeding is not above a certain limit the bottom is 
stable, but if it exceets that limit of capacity then the bottom is built up 

by the debris which cannot be carried forward. In experiments the several vari- 
ables, slope, ratio of depth to width, discharge, nature of debris, and depth 
can be kept constant and hence the effects separated. These variables are not 
independent. We must recall two fundamental equations: discharge, Q = width 

times depth times gamete 5% Manning's formula where R + hydraulic radius 

and § = slope, V = constant R S2,where the constant involves the nature of 
the bottom. Furthermore we should remember that a natural stream can adjust 

the form of its cross section to the discharge and éebris in transport whereas 
the trough is fixed unless the sides are changed purposely. Flume transport 
is different in that no debris was allowed to accumulate on the bottom. 

Natural streams. In natural streams those which are supplied with debris 
to less than their capacity erode their beds and bedrock is exposed in places 

and at certain times, these are corrading streams. When the supnly of debris 
equals or exceeds capacity the stream bed is wholly composed of this debris 
although there may be some rock banks, These are rock-walled streams. Streams 

which have so much available debris that the entire bed is composed of loose 
material are termed alluvial. A given stream may have segments of its course 

in different catagories, Streams adjust their beds to meet the condition im- 
posed by the local supply of debris. This process is termed gradation. Most 

alluvial streams are aggrading and have a flood plain. Gilbert regarded mean- 
dering streams as confined to low slopes which are underlain by fine material, 

Most river channels curve and on a bend the deepest and swiftest water is on 
the outside instead of in the middle of the channel. This develops an asymme— 

tric cross section where the outside of the bend is eroding and the inside being 
built up thus preserving a nearly constant width. Shoals, called crossings, are 

built up diagonally across the channel from the inside of one bend to the inside 

of the next. These bars are built up at highwater and eroded down at low stages 

when the deep places are filled up. It is flood stages which perform a large 
part of modification of the channel to fit the river. With change in stage go 
changes in velocity and hence in the limits of competence. This is why the shoals 

come to be surfaced by large particles which cannot be moved at the lower stages. 
When the channel of a river is fully adjusted to discharge the same load will 

be transported .a every section but the relative amounts in suspension and bed 

load may change with local conditions, On the whole the ratio of mean depth to 
width is much less in natural channels than in the optimum ratio for capacity 

found in the exveriments. A complicating feature of natural streams is the nature 

of the debris supplied to them in reference to their competence, This load may 

bear no relation to capacity. Suspended load influences velocity in three ways: 
(1) its mass increases the mass of the stream and hence its energy, (2) suspended 
particles are alwayssettling toward the bottom and work is required to keep them 
from doing this, (3) the load affects viscosity. 4B empirical formula derived 
from the experiments is that Mean velocity ,V = Q°2 S*? times a constant, from 
which it concluded that addition of a suspended load increases velocity slowly 

with slope and inversely to the discharge. From quantitative comparison of the 
work needed to keep material off the bottom with its addition of energy of the 
stream it was concluded that the former is greater and hence the velocity of the 
stream is retarded by suspended load, Increased viscosity also retards the 
flow of the stream, Retardation by viscosity may reach 15%. Gilbert had dif- 
ficulty in finding any retardation of velocity due to bed load. (tractional load). 
It is possible that such is related to the load, slope and velocity. He did 
find that a load influences the vertical distribution of velocity in a stream, 

Gilbert concluded that there is an automatic separation of suspended and trac-— 
tion loads. Were the Mississippi deprived of its bed load, he thought it would
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shoal the channel and reduce its slope until part of the load would be carried 
on the bottom. On the other hand he concluded that removal of the suspended 
load would increase velocity and lift some of the material now carried on the 

bottom, Checks are difficult because of the lack of measurements of bed load. 

Application of laboratory results. Slope does not enter into computations 
at a given locality but applies to streamsover a longer distance. In nature 
there is more variation than in the laboratory. Discharge must be measured to 
represent equal vhases of stream work. The problem is complicated by simultane- 

ous changes in nature of material carried, as well as by changes in velocity and 

competence. During low stages traction is confined to the tops of the crossings 

or bars, Turning to the ratio of depth to width, this isyelated to the resistance 
of the banks, In general bank resistance of a natural stream should be greater 

than that of the smooth wall of the laboratory trough. In general the difficulty 
in extending laboratory formulas to real streams is thatthey are empirical and 

not rational, Models do not have the same relations between dimensions that 
are present in the originals, A glaring exampnle is the size of varticles used 
for transportation. Gilbert simplified his experiments by using sever size 
ranges of sand and fine gravel which were designated by letters. Some tects 
involved mixtures. Of his sizes the three smallest, .304 mm, .374 mm, and .508 mm 
average diameter are well below the »oint where competence of the current changes 

from the law that linear dimensions of particles are related to the square of 

velocity. It is not clear that this was recognized by Gilbert. For the sake 

of simplicity it was tried to set up equations for capacity which are power 

functions of some one of the variables. In each case a threshold value of that 
variable at which sand movement first is noti¢ed must be subtracted before 
applying the exponent. On account of the change in competence with size of grains 
it is evident that this vrocedure would have to be changed at the critical point 

of about 1 mm diameter. When slove alone was used in the above manner, the ex— 

ponent varied, from .93 to 2.37 and was found to be an inverse function of both 

discharge and coarseness of debris. When discharge was used the exponent was 

from ,81.t0 1.2% suggesting a nearly direct ratio, ilthough the values are an 
inverse function of slope and size of debris. With fineness, the exponent varied 

from .5 to .62 suggesting a square root relationship. Values were inverse func- 
tions of slope and discharge. Capacity may be made to reach 0 either by making 

the stream very wide and shallow or very deep and narrow. The optimum ratio of 
depth to width varied from .5 to -04 inverse to slope, discharge,and fineness. 

Velocity, which many have thought of as the sole variable, could only be measured 

as mean velocity. With slone constant the average exvnonent was 3.2. With con- 

stant discharge it was 4,0 and with constant depth, 3.7, seemingly an inverse 

function of slope, discharge, and fineness. When a mixture of sizes was used 

the movement was more free. With addition o1 fine pertivios t+ esarse, 
the movement of the coarse was increased. In the case ct.cnanges in deptn, 

results varied when other factors were held constant. Wiin constant discharge 

velocity increases so that capacity is inverse to depth; However, when slope 
is held constant depth is related to discharge and capacity varies with depth. 
Depth is relsted to the .62 power of discharge. If velocity is held constant 
both direct and inverse relations were found. The average, considering sign, 

was -.54 suggesting an inverse square root relationship, but it is evident that 

depth is a denendent variable and cannot be used alone in a formula, The form 

ratio or ratio of depth to width has two zeros of capacity, one for a very high 

value, the other for a very low value. 

Flume transportation, The conditions of a flume with no debris left on 
the bottom may occur in segments of natural streams, This condition leads to an 
increase of canacity because rolling is more important than jumping. With such
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motion, capacity is largest for coarse particles; whereas with leaping particles, 
the reverse is true. Capacity is reduced by roughness of the bottom. 

Criticism. It seems clear from the above that any rational formula for 
capacity (1) must include several variables, possibly all of them, (2) must 
consider the change in competence with size of particles, (3) should include 
the relationship to both shearing force on the bed and to degree of turbulence 
resulting from that, (4) must include the form of the bed, rippled, smooth, or 
antidunes, all of which occur in suceession with velocity increase, Some of 
these things have been discussed in other supvlements and hence will not be 

here repeated, See especially "concavity of slopes" and "Dimensions and compe— 

tence of running water." 

Little, J. M., Erosional topography and erosion, a mathematical treatment, 
A. Carlisle and Company, San Francisco, 1940. : 

Little's book of 1940 appears to be one of the first, if not the first, 

attempts to find the mechanical features of erosion and the resulting topography. 

The primary ap»oroach of the author was to tie in erosional geomorphology with 

hydraulics and hydrology. Second to this, he desired to obtain an "erosional 
rating" for given slopes,soil and cover of vegetation which would be a basis 

for classification of lands for human use. Both flow in sheets and in channels 
was considered. He fully recognized the complexity of the problem and stated 
that some conclusions would have to wait for, or be modified by, the collection 

of more data. Fundamental assumptions included basing "erosive power of flow" 
en "some velocity to depth relationship that is exponential" (A power function 

as here defined). 

Types of flew and energy of flow. Little dismisses laminar flow as having 

no erosive power and little or no coarse silt transporting power, He considers 
only turbulent flow and shooting (plunging) flow, which occurs when turbulence 
is excessive. Little concluded that "erosive power of turbulent flow is a 
function of velocity and depth and not of velocity alone," of which the exact 
nature under different conditions is undknen. He assumed that the relationship 

is ve/D where the side walls of channel do not interfere. The exponent 2 was 
considered tentative. V = velocity and D = depth. He realized that any attempt 
to relate erosion to total force exerted on the stream bed in direction of flow 
is useless because turbulent flow is needed to raise material off the bed. In 
this he used the Schmidt comoutation of intensity of turbulence which related 

it to the total potential energy of a column(or prism)of water divided by the 
rate of change of velocity at the base. Since the rate of velocity change with 
depth is at a maximum near the bed of a stream, it is there that turbulence is 

greatest. "Since uenteionee is pronortional to kinetic energy of flow, v@/22, 

its intensity varies as V“." Note that this erpression is for kinetic energy of 
unit weight of water in British Enginecring Units where mass is obtained by 
dividing by g, the acceleration of gravity. "The influence of D on turbulence 
in proximity to the bed is inverse." From this, the fact the relationship of 

erosive power, E, to v2/D was deduced. As a check it was noted that this 

corresponds to loss of head in pipes but no mention was made that this is the 
same as slope, s, in an oven channel, The exvression was to apnly to scouring 

and silt transportation by both suspension and bed movement. The equation 
v2/ep = 1 was then set up with the value of unity expressing erosive power at 
critical flow, the passage from ordinary turbulent flow to plunging flow. It 

was concluded that in "the interaetion of two materials, liquid and solid,
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v2/eD is a measure of the intensity-distribution of the internal forces which 
ultimately destroy turbulent flow--without regard to what actual values are 

assigned to V and D. Neglect of total pressure on the bed is accounted for 

because "loss of head and internal friction (related to turbulence) are inde- 

pendent of pressure, for the reason that viscosity and density of water are 
independent of pressure." 

Turbulent flow in rectangular channels, In working out the laws of erosion 
in rectangular channels with water sides, i. e. vertical sections of a wide 
sires, substitution of Q ee in c.f.s.) = DV yields the conclusion that 
D=Q 3/3.18 and V = 3918 Q1/3, Mannings formula for velocity is alse sub- 
stituted with some interesting results in solving, by various simple algebraic 

- transformations, for the several quantities involved. Assuming that B Laneeive 

power) = 1 and the roughness coefficient, n = .04, then S = .03427 qre/ which 
may be compared with the empirical conclusion of Leopold, S = .021 qe 49, Also, 

Q = V3/gR. 

Turbulent flow in trapezoidal channels. For channels with a flat bottom 
and sloping sides like many irrigation ditches, the development of formulas for 
critical flow when B = 1 simply modify results by the ratio of cross sectional 
area to area of a rectangle. Little then produces the result that for n &,04, 

S = .4364 gets which departs widely from the observed result of Leopold. 

Effect of roughness coefficient, ne By taking Mannings formula and sub- 
stituting Q/D for V and solving for n, it is possible to give a formula by which 

n can be found evverimentally by sprinkling a plot of land with fixed slope. 
it also appeared that B varies inversely as the 9/5 power of n. 

Sheet runoff. It is with sheet runoff that the major relationship to 
geomorvhology was found. Little suggested that the vassage from sheet erosion 
to rill formation is a "point of breakdown or failure-—analogous to the failure 
of any material in the testing laboratory." This he related to the attainment 

of unity as the value of E. Since he was concerned primarily with land use 
practices jt was then necessary to introduce a "rainfall equation" to give quanti- 

ty of rainfall, He chose R (rate in inches per hour)=87 (duration in minutesye2 
A coefficient for relation of runoff to rainfall is needed. Q (runoff) = C (fixed 
coefficient) x area, A, x rainfall rate, R. Area is a direct proportion to 
horizontal distance from summit, h. CO was placed at .7. By oreo ao TS: 

formations using formulas given previously,Little wrtyolat Ve. 3662 ne/5 pred 
where “~.is in seconds. To relate observed concave slopes of hills to such ero- 
sion, Little concluded that purely convex profiles are tynical of young topo- 

graphy which is the result of channel and not sheet erosion, Sheet erosion, in 

conjunction with removal of material at the bottoms of the slopes by streams, 

might result in uniform slopes. In older topography he observed that the common 
relationship is the comnound reverse curve, convey above and concave below, 
Such regular curves develop only on homogeneous material and in nature there 

are always irregularities along any slone which oan produce guiley erosion, 

He concluded that the work of man in cultivating the soil has increased this 

tendency and reduced the areas of uniform sheet wash. 

Relation to coordinates of slope. In order to relate erosional power to 

coordinates of a slope, it was necessary to eliminate t and to give other quan- 
tities in terms of horizontal distance from divide, h, nt to fall, f. Now to 
eliminate t, it was necessary to find two values for ww and then equate them, 

The first value was derived by equating two expressions forQ@ Q=-= v3/ is 
put as equal to Q = Ch t™4 or = .00035847h t~4 from 1 square foot, and this is
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solved for ¢i/4 shih oauela, 1p" 5 59/2 h E>, Further algebraic transformatiors 
give V = .3662 h2/5 53/10 47 . By setting V = ah/at ae both 
sides by dt/ah it apvears that with S constany +3662 §3/10 f dtett/lOn | ahen2/5, 
Iptegrating this and solving for t¢ = 1.479h gt lz, Now the two values of 
t¢ are equated eliminating that term. Solving for oy substi sub ing af /adh for 8, 
and multinlying both sides by $ visas af = ,2229 BY2/11 p-@/11 Integrating, 
it is clear that f = ,2724 w12/11 49/11. this equation represents fall in 
feet for horizontal distances in feet, a concave slope. W*is supposed to be=*:t» 
con&tant’so*does not enter into the result. Tables were presented for different 
values of B, some of them above unity. The basic idea is that slope wash forms 
the slope until the condition of constant E obtains. C is taken at .7 and n as 
-04, but the tables also show conditions for other values of these qualities. 

Conclusions. Considerable discussion was devoted to the vroblem of the 
proper rainfall equation but none seems to be apnlied to an average over geologic 
time. No attention was given to the problem of erodibility of different sizes 
of particles or of mixtures of different sizes. Relation of fineness of parti- 
cles to age of soil was also considered. Little stressed the idea that hill 
slopes are formed by sheet erosion only in the later stages of the erosion cycle 
starting by "gouging" at the bottoms of slopes next to streams, Old ridges 
should then be narrow and flanked with concave slopes. Little concluded that 
convex slopes must have a value of E which increases away from the divide whereas 
concave slopes have a constant EB rating. When undisturbed by man a balance 

between erosion and soil resistance was apvroached but never quite attained. 
He desired to obtain EB ratings of soils on different slopes by exveriments with 

sorinkled plots rather than by physical tests of the soil. By the develop- 

ment of the concave slopes of fixed E rating the line of division between con- 
vex summits and concave lower slopes progresses uphill. It was recognized, 
however, that some convex divides survive in quite old topography. It was 

suggested that vegetation which retained raffifall on divides plus laminar flow 
there might account for this suggestion of Horton's "belt of no erosion." 4H, 
total horizontal distance from divide to stream channel, must remain constant 
during development of erosional topography; whereas F, the total fall, would 
decrease. A ratio of F to H might express maturity of development. liass move- 

ment due to weight of water, swelling of soil and frost aiding gravity was 

recognized but not regarded as important. It was stated that "a prominent fea— 
ture of top soil occurreiice is its continuity and its proneness to maintain a 

uniform thickness on profiles." It was concluded that soil formation follows 
upon the development of sloves and is not important in forming them,. ~The final 
contlusion "obviously implies that erosion has been, in general, the dominant 
process in geologic denundation," 

Hinstein, H. A., The bed-load function for sediment transvortation in open chan- 

nel:flows, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Soil Conservation service, Tech, Bull. 
1026, 1950. 

Under the above title an attempt was made to reexamine an old problem, 

namely the rate of transportation of the bed load in streams. This problem is 

not only of scientific interest but is of great practical importance for at 
present it is difficult to predict just what changes in the bed of a stream 
will take vlace when one of the variables is altered by man. Such change upsets 

the equilibrium of nature which adjusted the size, shape, and slope to the 

amount of and variation of discharge, Hinstein's solution is evidently intended 

to be a "new look" and he admits that it is not final. Although the title does
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not so indicate both susvended and bed loads are considered. He admits that no 
positive answer can now be given as to "what bed composition can be expected 
from a known sediment load in a known flow." 

. The general approach is highly mathematical which makes for very slow 

reading. However, the main points are explained in the text except where they 

were covered in previous publications. There are two vages of symbols and abbre- 

viations. 

From one of the earlier papers it is stated that velocities in the downstream 
direction vary with the logarithm of distance from the bed or the top of an in- 
ferred layer of laminar flow next to the bed. Hence a factor based on roughness 

of the bed in introduced. The importance of ripples on roughness is considered. 

Turbulence is considered under the idea of three components in the three primary 

directions. When Hinstein states that all of these have a 0 time average, it 

is difficult to see how there could be any net downstream velocity! He states 

that velocity is variable and that a graph at a given level would show a very 
irregular line, although it would not reach 0 at any time, 

Suspension. The primary idea of suspension as support of particles by 

water motion above their settling velocities is conventional. However, the 

discussion of distribution of concentration of solids in reference to depth is 

most unconvincing, His formulas are complez and involve the integral calculus 
and the fact seems to be ignored that turbulence muct distribute susvended load 
fairly well. A hypothetical example is worked out which process takes three 

pages. Hinstein's result is a tenth of what it should be because a decimal point 

was misplaced in comvuting the dry weight of sediment in a cubic foot of water, 

also his result is described as "per second foot," when it should have been per 

foot of stream width, The corrected answer is 3.29 pounds per foot width. How- 
ever, if we compute by Mannings formula the velocity of his hypothetical stream 

as 3.5 feet per second,take the dry weight per foot as .0642 pounds and multiply 

this by velocity, and by denth,15 feet to obtain total sediment, the result is 
3.27 pounds per foot width. It is then obvious that we have only another example 

of a "hard way to do an easy thing," 

Bed _ load. Hinstein then turns to the varticles which slide, roll or hop 

along the bed of a stream, He works out his theory on the basis of the probability 
of movement of particles of a given size with a bed load equation to show equili- 

brium between particles in motion and those at rest. He then evolves the ratio 

between lifting force and weight of particles. This involves a complex formula 
relating the submerged weight of a given particle size to the hydraulic radius, 

slope and scuare of the velocity at the be’. From this evolves a dimensionless 

figure for the intensity of transport of this given grain size. From this an 

actual evample wes worked out in 44 stens including an estimate of how the dif- 
ferent sized particles of the real load affect the theory. Last, this bed load 

is combined with the suspended load to show the total sediment discharge of the 

stream. He does not tell how to check this result in the field! 

Fish, H. N., Geological investigation of the Atchafalaya Basin and the problem of 

Mississippi River diversion, U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Mississippi River 

Commission, Waterways Exneriment Station, 1952. 

Introduction. It is a well-known fact that many rivers change their courses 

where they flow on an alluvial plain above a delta. Among the better known
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examples may be mentioned the Rhone, Po, Ganges, Yellow (of China) and Colorado, 
Although some of these events were quite well investigated and dated, in no ease 

was the wealth of detail available that Fisk had for the study of the Atchafalaya 
distributary of the Mississippi. Thousands of logs of borings, many made especi~ 
ally for the study, detailed maps, air photographs, and measurements of stream 
discharge and sediment load were all provided. Although possibly the example may 
not be typical of streams which carry a more heavy sediment load than does the 
Mississippi it is thought that valuable lessons may be learned from it. The 

study was undertaken to ascertain if there is serious danger that the Atchfalaya 

will divert the Mississippi,leaving New Orleans without a major river, 

History of the river. Fisk briefly reviews the recent history of the Missis— 

sippi River as worked out by him in his 1944 report. He notes the effect of ev- 
static change in sea level so that he discriminates the sediments of the last 
filling from those previously laid down, eroded and weathered when the Gulf was 
lower than it now is. These recent sediments are mainly of postglacial age. Fisk 

devised them into the sandy substratum which is overlain by a much finer. grained 

topstratum, River scour in many places extends through the topstratum under- 
mining the more coherent material, The ton stratum may be divided into: (a) de- 

posits of natural levees, silt and fine sand; (b) point bar deposits on the 
: insides of meander loops which are made of sand; (c) channel fillings in abandoned 

courses which are dominantly tight clay; (a) backswamp denosits also fine clay; 
and (e) deltaic deposits which are in part lacustrine and in part those of brackish 
water, Material derived from the Red River may be distinguished by its eolor from 
the deposits of the Mississippi. The different tynes of deltaic deposits are 
illustrated by mechanical analyses. No evidence of recent earth movement other 

than that due to compaction could be demonstrated. 

Pagt_changes in course. , Several distinct courses of the Mississippi River, 

all occunied since the filling was essentially completed are described, The 

Teche-Mississippi was far to the west of the vresent course from a point well 
above Vicksburg and formed a delta slightly west of south of New Orleans. Traces 
of this former meandering course now form Teche Bayou. Next the LaFourch-Missis-— 
sippi was diverted near the course of Red River to essentially the vresent river 

course as far south as Donaldsonville. Previously this was the course of the 

Yazoo, Here the river flowed more to the south forming its delta in essentially 

the same location as the Teche delta. The date of this change Fisk estimates at 
300 to 400 A. D. Ne~t followed another diversion near Vicksburg into the course 

of the Yazoo which joined the earlier phase of LaFourche Mississipvi. This 

second diversion of the LaFourche route is thought to have occurred about 1000 to 
1100 A. D. After this, the modern Mississippi route was formed by a diversion 
near Donaldsonville in 1100 to 1200 A. D. At first this route was more to the 
north than the vresent course below New Orleans and formed the St. Bernard delta 
well north of the present one. The oresent route below New Orleans Fisk con— 
cludes was formed about 1500 to 1600 A, D., probably not long before white men 
first saw the river. DeSoto discovered the river near Natchez in 1541 but the 
mouth was not used until later, It is now forming a delta closer to deep water 
than were any of the others. 

Sediment load of Mississippi River. Fisk shows that the lower Mississippi 

is now anywhere nearly as highly loaded with sediment as many other rivers. Ata 
discharge of 1,065,000 £t3/sec. the Mississippi carries only about 871 parts per 

million of sediment, The Yellow River of China carries on the average about 

50,000 p.p.m. at a discharge only a fifth that of the Mississipni, although this 
load may be quadrupled at times, The Colorado River carries 6,000 ppm. Sedi- 

ment concentration is not wholly due to the hydraulic characteristics of the chan- 

nel bit Mainly to the contributions of tributaries,
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Cause of diversion. Diversion of a streom naturally occurs in order to secure 

amore favorable slope to the sea, which an more readily transport the load. In 
very heavily sediment-laden streams the bed may be built up so high that a break- 

through of a natural levee forms a permarent channel, Then diversion is sudden 
and the change of slope will in a short time affect the original channel above 
the point of diversion. Below this voint the old channel is rapidly blocked by 
alluvial deposits. In the case of the Mississippi such break-throughs or cre- 
yasses have often been observed, The original channel is not high enough above 
the backswamp, which is mostly densely timbered, to make a permanent channel. 

Instead sand and silt are devosited in a braided channel which is abandoned when 
the flood subsides. Despite its nearness, the Mississippi has never succeeded 
in breaking through to Lake Ponchatrain above New Orleans. It is evident that 
here we must have a different process. Long ago the meandering Mississippi inter- 

sected the course of Red River. The northern arm of this loop was soon plugged 
with alluvial debris, but the south one was open. The Atchafaylayawas blocked 
with a "raft" of driftwood when whitemen first navigated the river. Absence of 
Indian mounds on the Atchafaylaya suggests it was not an important route prior to 
this, The southern arm is called Old River. The interconnection was both freed 
of driftwood and dredged by white men. Instead of being an outlet of the Red, 
together with its southward continuation of the Atchafalaya, it is now a distri- 

butary. The diverted waters are steadily increasing in vercentage of total 

Mississippi flow. Extrapolation of the curve indicates that by 1971 about 40% 

ef the annual flow will go through the Atchafaylaya. Then there is grave danger 
of blocking of the course below with sediment leaving New Orleans without any 
river. The Atchafaylaya channel has also been much widened and deepened by the 

increased flow. The vrocess has been probably accelerated by the building of 

artificial levees along the higher banks of the Atchafaylaya, but retarded by 

the building of delta in Grand Lakes farther down the course. Obviously some 
artificial control of the flow is urgently needed.to prevent the consumation of 

this type of gradual diversion. 
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Some ‘Underfit Streams of Centrai Illinois 

Underfit rivers have floodplain meanders which are much smaller 

than the meanders cut into the adjacent bluffs. During the course 

Of 0 study of sources of road materials For fre Tilinols Sete Geolopip 
of-exploretien—fer—roat matertzies in central Tllinoig,during the < 

years 1929 and 1930, the writer noted this phenomenon along both 

the Kaskaskia and Embarrass rivers. The accompanying map was traced 

from the drainage surveys along Kaskaskiak River of the U. S. Geologi- 

cal Survey made from 1908 to 1911. These show several striking meander 

cusps, mainly along the eastern bluffs / (Fig. »), which suggest a stream 

several times the volume of the present river. Attention should be 

directed also to several cases of intercision where such meanders 
of « large moandeyY 

cut through spurs and captured tributaries. A good example was also _ 

noted on Embarrass River just southeast of Newton, : 

Similar underfit streams have been described by several physio- 

rb graphers. Davis thought that the cause was diminution of volume, for 

ge ar it has long been recognized that the radius of meanders is related 

to the discharge of streams. Loss of volume has been ascribed either 

_ to diversion by stream capture, to change of oltante, 69 seepage into 

the valley filling. The latter apparently is an sibdeawins explana 

tion because the underflow even in relatively coarse material is very 

small compared to the discharge of most streams (Slichter). In the 

case of these Illinois rivers ‘cause is oouiias cessation of drainage 

: fron the Wisconsin ice sheet. ‘The localities are below the locus of - 

coarse outwash deposits. Here the glacial waters had become integrated
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into a single meandering stream unlike the braided complex above where 

active deposition took place. 

“When the paragraphs-abeve-were-writtes in the early 1930's no 

information was available which could supply a reasonable estimate 

of the change in volume of Kaskaskia River from glacial times to the 

present. Now the studies of Leopold and Maddock supply some ground 

for such a surmise. The area has been mapped on the Ramsey and St. Elmo 

quadrangles The radii of the meanders of the present river are about 

1/10 mile whereas those shown by the scars in the banks of the bluffs 

average about 7/10 mile, seven times as much. Elementary physics 

shows that the lateral component of force of the river due to flowing 

in a segment of a circle is expressed by the teomtncneie velocity/ 

radius. If we assumed that both sets of meanders reached equilibrium 

with the resistance of the banks we then have two problems: (a) how 

mach more resistance did the older bluffs, 40 to nearly 100 feet high, 

than the banks of the recent meanders which average about 10 feet in 

height? and (b) how did the velocities of the rivers differ? To make 

an estimate of velocities it is necessary to know the hydraulic radius, f, 

A dary un feet, 5 in feet pov foot 
. aa (or mean depth. the slope ‘of the rivers eon and the nature of 

the bottoms, he formula involved is: v= 1.5/n 2/3 31/2, The slope 

is the least difficult to estimate. The present day Kaskaskia drops 

10 feet in about 2 feet distance along the channel making a slope 

S740 Nn 75" x Jov4 fail fen fort. 
of 1 in 576 or aed 0 It is hard to restore the course of 

the glacial river for the a were certainly not all made at the 

same time. A tentative restoration suggests a drop of 30 feet in 

ne a, Athoogh 
miles which is 1 in 7030 or 1.43 x 107”. This is reasonable, because 

a big river has a less cio, amit Ye ft to oir hot toe occuren 

ofthe old floodplain. The-present_averege width-of the Kaskaskia Ne Te
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: The difference in slope ys not sepeeroée be enough. Sinee linear dimensiong 

o os 
of the glaciel and modern Kaskaskia bear a ratio of about 7 to 1 it might be 

assumed thet the glacial gradient wes, about 025 X 1074 feet per ci 8 a seventh 
€ [ves , ‘6 Zz 

of the present Ge . The’ retio is concluded from the width of the present 

meander belt which ig about .5 mile and that of the glaciel meander belt which 

is about 3.5 ee ae checks with the radii of meanders given above. 

KX 
The present average width of the Kaskaskia is roughly 135 feet from which a glacial 

mean width of about 950 feet is deduced, ea—+hte-besis. 

Inx At the_yime—of—the-road material survey there was no reasonable 

questtettve method known by which the -votume—of the glacial Kaskaskia could De~ 
ee Joos sible 

a Aetermined. ince then fhe studies of Leopold and Meddock provide a, basis. 
for g vanitative comparisor with git conditwns- 4 
These authors find thet the dimensions of e stream are power functions of the 

(@) ae ee) 
ee Since we know the mean etecheree: £ the Kaskaskia over a period of 42 

years quenlitetive estimates may be attempted. The weakest point of these empirical 

equations is the fact that there is a = preceeding the-power—functton the value 

of which varies greatly in the case of different streams probably reflecting 

difference in bed and banks. Two equationssuggest applicability to the present 

: problem. pa. k qv? where k is a eee end Q = discharge in cubic feet 

9 
per second. This may also be vo 5 = k/Qsé9 Now the difference between this 

5 power 
exponent end the square root te so slight thet for all practical purposes 

it may be neglected and we can state that S = k/@e For present day western ‘so 

gat fun ford , 
streams Leopold gives the value of K as 3.97 X 1076 fo for the modern mean 

discharge of the Kaskaskia which is 1505 cu. ft/sec. ge obtaing’ a mace different 
c ) 

value of 68 x 10*# sad Ft is questionable that this is applicable tothe sae 

: glacial conditions, because of the difference in nature of the bedand banks - 

slope 
Solving the sere peste fex-stope for quanity of discharge it is evident 

: ant 
that Q =(K/s)* By substituting the values for k at present and the minimum ‘ 

—4 -4 -& 2 
a value assumed for the slope s, we find oe (68 xX 10 “/ .25 x 10 & 

which works out to - little less vara ges cu. ft fast: If we use instead ~ 

: 3 volus. een o 
Leopold's original k and the seer slope moagupsent (70 the glacial. river, the : 

ae result is 75,600 cu. ft./sec. eee eA ie ke
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The second equation 4s mean width, oe oo Substituting modern values, 

135 feet = a deg or a= 135/ 20.04 has Using glacial valde, 950 = ? 

6.72 x qrft "Eeltsne above for a givee Q =(950/6.72) oo This _bocomes Which Is 

103000 cu ft./sec. Agein the epplicability of the constant, e, is debatable 

but-there-docs_not_eppeer to be eny-othreWvalue\\now> 

The ayove methods do not agree very closely but wii serve to give some sort 

of an idee of the mean discharge of the glacial Kaskaskia which drained not over 25 

miles of the front of the Wisconsin ice sheet. It is prehaps hot so large a2 some 

have imagined for the matin modern flood was ecteeuedl aisently above 52,000 

cu, ft./sec.
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oe Nevertheless, we van Sytieot to compute possible changes in discharge ae 

which are prospumed to vk dene tye the donation of nelvunhes flow fron the cee oe 

glacier of the Tasevel2 eubstage of the Wisconsin stage, J oo 
Shope. teopalats equation vitch gives tho relation between slépe ant 

discharge is attractive as a means to estimate possible change in adschares. oe = 

He gives the constant as 3,97 x 10 6 cor slope in fect per toot / However, ifwe 

-- golve the expression for the constant, with modern valnes,we Ao not obtain 

| this rosult 1,74 x 10", =os0 te 0.60 x 10° which 49 much Load ‘than Leopola's 

value. This makes 4t somewhat doubtfull which valuo we should use for the = 

@lacial floods of neltwater. In attempting to fina the elope for the tine of jee 

: Sueubticn Of She lanier Simoters 46 in tleoes impossible to vestore the exact 

* onal for exy yertieular tine, Meanders aro not nade all at once, We may 

presume that the slope of the old valley eroded into the ti11 was steeper then 

that of the modern channel, This agrees with the hypothest that meanicrs grow until 

; the rotational force equals the resigtance of the’ danke to further enlargement. 

_ : Tho gmali meanders of today are apparently in softer ‘material than were the 

. .. O14 large ones and hence record Less energy of the stream on a reduced slope, : 

: A tentative restoration of the Somat sine ha Kaskaskia River is 1,43 x id* 

eee which is adnittealy a vory rough estimate. We gan now proaked to solve the : 

equation q = (x/s)° where % fe discharge, ye constant, and § the slope. | % 

"We tay express Ueopolds value for k as 297 x 10™* and use iu tere eelns fie 

Ba Phen Q 4307 x 107 )/ 4.45 x 10%)” wanton ts 277° or sins 77,000 coe 
-— gubse fect per socondy sonievhat more than tho maxinvm flood recomied, == 

Oving to the grot uncertainty in the values of tho constant ana slope, no 

erect woight can be attached to this estimte. op 

: . WidthWiath, The problem ia to estiniate the probable width of channel when thé 

. large meanders were fords Tt has been shown above that the ou meanders were 

close to 7 tines ae Iaxge as those of: the present Dut we have no Ade ie 

of the bank meteriple ven thse huge loops formed, The outor bynks were $11, 

: “but there may have been a floodplain of softer matorial in the midile of the welley., ‘ 

— Mean ea e
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However, we will attempt to compute possible changes in mean discharge which might 

be due either to cessation of meltwaters from the Tazewell substage of the Wisconsin 

stage of glaciation or to a change from a more rainy climate, Wone of the formulas 

tells us anything of change in material into which meanders were eroded, 

Slope. Leopold's equation relating slope to discharge is attractive as a means 

to solve the above problem. Hix constant averaged from streams he considered is 

5.97 x 107° when slope is measured in feet per foot. If we use the present value 

of mean discharge wé obtain a somewhat higher value of 4.47 x 1076 for the constant. 

which igs not enough different to alarm us.
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Nevertheless, we will attempt to compute possible changes An discharge 

h which are presfuned to have come from the cessation of io flow from the 

glacier of the Tazewell substage of the Wisconsin stagp. 

S$ lope. Leopold's equation which gives the relation between slope and 

tenes is attractive as a neans to estimate a change in discharge. 

He gives the constant as 3,97 * 10 ~~ for slope in feet per foot. However, if we 

* solve the expression for the constant, k with modern values Nes do not obtain 

at } this at me = 10, — oft. 1076 which is meh tees than Leopold's 

Ase | | 
/ value. This makes sapere doubtfull whicl vlue we should use for the 

glacial floods of meltwater. In attempting to find the slope for the time of 

formation of the larger meanders it is almost impossible to restore the exact 

nN ne a chanef{i for any particular timed” Sibjond oe not made all at once. We may 

s presume that the slope of the old velley/ eroded into the till was steeper thsn 

that of the modern channel. This egrogs with the eoutheull that meanders grow until 

the rotational force equals the resistance of the bank to further enlargement. 

The small meanders of today are appefentil in softer material than were the 

old large ones and hence record legs enerey of the stream on a reduced slope. 

A tentative restoration of the fo ; er slope \of Kaskaskia River is 1.43 x 1c# 

which is admittedly a very ae ite can now proceed to solve the 

equation Q = (e/s)* where & is Aischaree, k, i \ieaekiniss and §) the slope. 

We may express Meopolqs value for k as 397 x 10 and use the above value for 

=| } S. hen Q =€(397 x 10° ) / 1.43 x 107) \ which is 277 or about 77,000 

cubic feet per second, somewhat more than the nexchoon flood recorded, 

Owing to the great uncertainty in the values of th. constant and slope, no 

} ‘great weight can be attachéd to this estimate. . A 

WidthWidth. The problem is to estimate the probable idth of channel when the 

large meanders were formed. It has been shown above that the old meanders were : 

close to 7 times as large as those of the present but we ‘hove no idea 

a of the bank materials when thse huge loops formed, The outer banks were , A 

but there may have veén a floodplain of softer material in the ‘middle of the valley.
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25,800 cubic feet per second and for width 950-about 118,200 cubic feet 

per second. The other method gives for wave length 5800 feet 

foy watt | y 2146 Fee 
26, 300 cubic feet per secant, Shete 18,000 cubic feet per second. This 

shows that the two methods agree clésely. 

Summary. Working on the hypotMesis that size of meanders is closely 
] for meand (schary? 

) related to discharge ~~ have/ obtained a vafriety of —_, many of 

them greater than any recorded thooa of modern times. All of them are 

much above the present mean digcharge. This is in line with map study 
; y 

5 of rivers which shows clearly that big streams have big meanders and 

: small streams small meandefs, Most comparisons do not include slope or 

trop stud 
() material so that too mugh weight should be given to this a 

® 
The possible climate Pleistocene times of glaciation is little under- 

: than now . 

stood, Rainfall coujd have been seenton, sente of the glacier although 

this does not agre¢g with the idea of winds descending from the ice cap. 

Meltwaters seem # more logical cause for a larger discharge. 

Further study ¥s needed to connect these large meanders with the zone of 

outwash deposition nearer to the ice front. 

/ 
/ :
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